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GI-IAPTER I
t:^ P7RP0SS
StateLient of the Problem
The purpose of this paper is to su^sjest a method of
analysing literary Vvorlcs which v;oul .1 le:-^.! itself to
establishing a list of fictional readin;is v;hich might help
the student of adolescence to a better understanding of
adolescent problems. To demonstrate this method ten
literary productions have been analysed to determine v^hat
problems of adolescence appear in them and in v/hat manner
the authors treat these problems.
The Adolescent in Literature
A period of adjustment .-- Adolescence is a period in
human life durinf-; v/hich the individual puts av/ay ch.ildish
things and attejupts to esLablish him.self socially, economi-
cally, physically, mentally, morally and emotionally as
an adult
.
I'laturally enough, such an undertaking is fraught with
problems. It is not surprising that many individuals never
completely .;accL.c..:. in reachin;;- true adulthood and tliat i'"^
many cases such measure of adulthood as they do achieve
is the result of bitter stra :-le and tryin : emotional e:>:-
periences
.

2The increased ir.iportance of adolescence .--- '^rom time
immerrorial people, both civilized and barbaric, have recog-
nized the existence of adolescence, ^lov-ever, modern civi-
lization, by artificially raising the age for accepting
the responsibilities of adulthood, has ir^ade so-.ie adolescent
problems more acute and created others.
The place of literary portrayals of adolescence .--
Since the publication of Cr. S.Hall's famous v,ork adolescenc e
numerous scientific v/orks, studies and text books have been
r)ublished concernin,r^ the adolescent period in all its
phases, -.owever, writers of fictional works novels,
short- storie s , drainas, and the like -- have spent much of
their time and effort producing works about young people for
centuries. Literary men are reputed to be keen observers
of mankind. In many cases this reputation has been well-
earned, e find that in many fictional works the author in
his attempt to mirror life has portrayed traits and problems
of adolescents more vividly than any author can hope to do
in a textbook or scientific treatise. Moreover, the presen-
tation of adolescent traits and problems in fascimiles of
real life situations makes it more -^er.nin-ful t'lan the
dissecting; room technique of the ordinary work on ado-
lescence, '..ihile it is true that the observations of these
writers are unscientific, they are oftentimes quite accurate.

5Original Elan and Adolescent Traits and Problems
The original purpose of this paper was to analyze a
group of literary productions, to find what traits and
problems of adolescence were treated by the authors, to
search for traits and problems not c_ii'--sntly recognized oy
psychologists but included in literary works, to note the
aut-i.ors' treatment and evident attitude tov.ard these ado-
lescent traits and problems and to discover to v/hat extent
characters continued to exhibit adolescent traits and
problems in mature life.
To implement this pian • t tie following list of ado-
lescent traits and problems currently recognized by •
y
psychologists v/as drav/n up:
G-eneral traits and problems .
1. The adolescent is neither child nor adult.
2. The adolescent lives in a worl 5 of confusion, -'e
must adjust to several levels of development at once.
3. Adolescence is a period of conflicts.
4. The adolescent needs security.
5. The adolescent is impulsive and impatient,
6. Adolescence is often a period of disillusionment.
7. There is much death and going off the deep end
nentally and socially during adolescence.
l/ These traits and problems have been compiled from an
analysis of the works listed in Bibliography A.

4i'he adolescent's personality is unstable - usually
settling down by the age of 30,
9. The adolescent's anbitions, enthusiasms and inter-
ests are continually chani^-,in<^
.
10. Adolescent ' s . attitudes and :)eliefs are often incon-
sistent .
11, Extroversion, as exemplified by loud talking and
giggling, is common during adolescence,
12, Youth tends to respond to the new,
13. The adolescent is interested in adventure.
14, The adolescent is greatly self conscious, unsure
and interested in himself and hov; he will turn out,
15. The adolescent must learn to adjust to and accept
a minor role in the world.
16, The adolescent must obtain sufficient money for
adolescent purposes,
17, The adolescent must establish economic independence,
18. The adolescent must find a firm foundation in the
present changing world.
19. The adolescent must adjust to being considered a
child one minute and an adult the next.
20. The community has many dangers for youth -- auto-
mobiles, liquor, tobacco, vice, night clubs, ourlesques,
gambling houses and many others.
21, Community dan -erp are nr.rt '.c'llnrl^^ '^nzar lo'-'.r to

5youth because he is unprotected and lacks experience.
22. Avera.c!;e comiiiunity provides nothing; for impecunious
youth to do in his leisure tir.e
.
23. The community is important in molding youths' be-
havior and attitudes,
24. Ivlotion pictures have tremendous influence on ado-
lescent attitudes, dress, love technique and behavior.
25. The radio tends to keep the adolescent at home.
26. V.here available, social centers for youth are
usually used.
Traits and problem.s havinf- to do with physical
development .--
A. G-rov/th is uneven.
1. The face grov;s unevenly (first nose, then upper
head, finally lov/er head) .
2. Body proportions differ from those of adults (high
waistline, lonr"; arms and 16p;s, large hands and feet).
3. Uneven and rapid n;rowth of muscles and skeleton
results in awkwardness.
4. Some boys have definitely femalish fip;ures.
5. 3-rowth of other dimensions and '-r anp '^ften Isl^s
behind height, f-rov/th. A boy may appear manly but be no man.
6. In late childhood r;rowth is retarded. In prepubertal
period and early adolescence there is a ;rov/th spurt.
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7. Growth gradually slows to stop after girls' menarche
and after boys' development is "vvell" on the way.
B. Growth varies from individual to individual.
at
1. The advent of puberty occurs v/ildly divergent a^es
( girls 9-17, boys 11-17).
2. Girls are usually bigger than boys from 11 to 15,
0. Rate of grov;th varies "-reatly from individual to
individual.
j|
1
4. Girls mature physiologically before boys do. '
G. Sexual grov/th occurs dyiring adolescence.
jj
1, Hormones begin to circulate freely causing intense
sex drive . ^
id. Secondary sex characteristics appear.
3. Hair darkens; facial, pubertal and axial hair
appears and darkens.
4. Breasts develop (bud, primary breast, mature breast)^
\
5. Body odors increase and present a social problem. il
!j
G. Testicles grov; greatly, \
I
7. Voice changes (boys' voisres change to lower register
j|
and for a time become uncontrollable; girls' voices become
I'
lower and fuller)
.
8. Menstruation is accompanied by fear and shock at
first.
j
9. Ivienstruation causes embarasseraent because girls

cannot enr^age in active .games and because of the coramon
belief that others knov/ when their periods occur.
10. Menstruation is usually extremely irregular at
first
,
11. Sexual tension occurs.
12. Boys relieve sexual tension somewhat by dirty jokes
13. Adolescents usually have little, no, or erroneous
information about sex and their bodies.
14. Some adolescents are proud of sexual :;rowth and
want to shov/ off.
15. Other adolescents are very secretive about and
embarassed by sexual growth.
16. Girls are usually excessively modest.
17. Boys are usually not modest.
D. L:;otor skills improve.
1. rotor skills increase for boys throughout ado-
lescence
.
2, Strength increases for boys throughout adolescence.
5, Endurance increases for boys throughout adolescence.
4. Motor skills increase for girls to 14 then decline.
5. Strength increases for girls to 14 then declines.
6. Endurance increases for :-irls to 13 then declines.
E. The capacity o_' oho sto^r.ach inci-cast^s eiior:uously
.
1. Adolescents have enormous appetites.
2. Adolescents often '•-'pve vague, queer feelings in the

digestive tract.
3. Adolescents eat for iLirnediate pleasure.
4. Adolescents eat and drink to excess,
F. Lunfjs are usually adequate unless diseased.
G-. General traits and problems in this area include:
1, v^eight increases markedly at pubescence - result of
muscle nrov/th.
2, Wost adolescents :_-et a little fat at pubescence.
3, Facial blemishes (acne, pimples) appear on most
youths
,
4, Greatly increased sweating occurs in adolescence.
5, Lost adolescents are restless - probably because
of physical causes,
6, Adolescents are energetic.
7, Adolescents are greatly concerned with their own
bodies
•
8, Chronic fatigue, faintness, and dizziness are
common because of adolescent overdoing.
9, T'aking adjustment to and becoming accustomed to
changes in their bodies are adolescent problems.
10, Sexually inadequate figures cause adolescent
problems
•
11. Doubts about normality at pubescence occur. These
are caused by such things as nightly ejaculations, un-
controlled erections, and early appearance or non-appearance

of secondary sex characteristics.
Traits and Drobleras having to do with .uental
I
-
-
*
-
—
*-
I
de velopmerxt
A, General traits and problems having to do Vvith nental
de ve lopraent inc lu.de :
1, Intelli 2;ence increases vvith age until late ado-
lescence (there may be prepubertal rjrovi/th spurt),
2, Mental £:rowth is usually uneven,
5. The typical adolescent enjoys mental activity.
4, The typical adolescent is non-verbal.
5, The adolescent has greatly increased ability to
reason.
G. The typical adolescent tends to be more super-
stitious than adults,
7. The adolescent can see through situations quite
..'6 11 .
3, The adolescent has increased persistance.
9, The adolescent's concentration is better than
children' s
,
10, The adolescent's imagination is more vivid than
a childs,
11, The adolescent's judgment is not reliable,
Iz, ihe adolescent is curious,
13. Older adolescents tend to use personal judgment
rather than olind obedience
.
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14. The adolescent often daydreams,
15. I'he adolescent depends on intellectual autl.ority
(the true adult thinks for himself)
.
16. dolescents ca.jiot understand £;eneralized
beliefs of behavior.
17. '.he pov;er to r;eneralize increases in adolescence.
18. iV-emory improves to maturity evidently.
19. Spread in mental ability seems to grov; .-^reater in
adolescence. ^
B. Attitudes become more like those of adults.
1. Attitudes change as the adolescent gets older. They
become more complex and acquire fuller meaning.
2, Adolescents are usually racially prejudiced.
S. Great interest in developing attitudes occurs,
4, The adolescent is usually intolerant,
5, The adolescent is usually more tolerant as he grows
older. •
i
6, Adolescents form opinions v.'hich they defend
vigorously
.
7, Adolescent opinions are often peculiar because of
lack of experience.
C. School v/ork is one of an adolescent's major concerns.
1, The average youth has difficulty with high school
worV: - usually fails a subject or tv.'o, i!
2. School is boring to many n :lolGsr-ents
.
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5. Girls tend to be more linguistic than hojs,
4. Boys tend to be better in mathematics and general
information.
D. The brilliant adolescent encounters peculiar problems,
1. Brilliant adolescents are usually better xhan
average ph^'^sically and socially.
2. Many brilliant adolescents have hard adjustments
to make because they are pushed too far ahead in school
and consequently must compete v/ith persons more mature
physically and socially.
3. Brilliant adolescents tend to be a little better
than avera£;;e in most personality traits,
4« Brilliant adolescents prefer subjects v/ith abstract
thinkin^^
,
5. Brilliant adolescents don't work enough in school.
6. Brilliant adolescents enjoy playing; with ideas,
7. Badly adjusted adolescents tend to sit off and
scoff at the rest of the world.
8. Brilliant adolescents sre inclined to play alone.
9. Briia.a.a:it adolescents enjoy co. iplicate d ^-ames.
10. Brilliant adolescents are usually not lealers.
11. Brilliant adolescents tend to c''^a"^-~e interfr^tr ^r.^^e
than the averar;e persons
.
12. Usually'', brilliant adolescents have many hobbies.
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E. The dull adolescent -may have a difficult existence.
1, Dull adolescents are usually physically inferior.
2, Dull adolescents cannot understand abstractions,
5, Dull adolescents are usually socially competent,
4. Dull adolescents are usually interested in nanual
activities
.
5. Dull adolescents cannot f;rasp high-winded ideals
and ideas,
6. Dull adolescents seldom have hobbies,
7. Dull adolescents are easily led into delinquency,
oftentimes
,
^, Dull adolescents may be amoral because of inability
to understand concepts,
9. Inability to compete in school v/ork may cause many
problems fori: the dull adolescent.
Traits and problems having to do v/ith moral development
A, Youth is idealistic
1. Adolescents tend to personify ideals,
2. Adolescent ideals do not alv^ays agree vi/ith those of
adults
,
3. Adolescents formulate ideals in peer groups and try
to live up to them,
4. Children and dull adolescents have no ideals because
of their inability to generalize,
5. T'uch dishonrsty at school and at play oxists.
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6, Adolescents are extremely loyal to jroups
,
causes,
and leaders.
B. Standards of behavior ^ain a nev/ importance,
1, Peer ^;ro'aps establish definite standards of be-
havior to Vvhich members must conform,
2. Adolescents usually conform to adult behavior
standards and m^ores,
5, Self control increases in adolescence,
4, Habitual morality arrives in late adolescence,
G. lieligion is a great concern to some adolescents.
1. Adolescents are susceptible to reli,r;ious appeal.
2. Adolescents long to :jive themselves or to devote
themselves to causes,
5. Adolescents lonj-j for reli£;;ious av/akening, for
hi f -her thino'S.
4, Pew adolescents have profound emotional reli;;ious
experiences
,
o. IV'Ost adolescents accept reli';ious teachin.^s with
some reservation,
5, "ost adolescents do not understand relif^ion.
7, To many adolescents relip;ion is merely an extension
of social life.
8, Occasionally conversions occur.
9, Prom thirteen on adolescents have many religious
doubts
.
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10, Emotional proble]iis such as feeling of sin and
guilt result from church's teachinr^s.
Traits and problems havin;: to do Vi'ith social
development . -
-
A. 'i'he adolescent leader is a jreat factor in adolescent
life.
1, The adolescent leader is usually a little above
average mentally - but nmt brilliant.
2, The adolescent leader is usually more socially
active than average.
5, The adolescent leader is usually better than
average physically.
4. The lea;ler commands intense group loyalty.
5. The leader has tremendous influence over his --roup,
6. Loss of status is difficult for adolescents.
7. Leaders lose status fairly frequently.
B, The adolescent is PTeatly concerned about his friends.
1. Lack of friends is a serious problem.
2. Similar interests are important in the choice of
friends.
5. Adolescents tend to pick friends from the sane
stage of development.
4, Adolescents tend to pick friends from the same
neighborhood
•
5, Adolescents usually pick friends from the same a^';e
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group
.
6. Adolescents often choose friends unwisely,
7. Parental influence on adolescent choices of friends
is .isually negligible,
8. The adolescent tends to pick friends from his own
socio-economic background.
9. Adolescent c;irls ir.ay pick friends because of social
I
standing.
j
10. Pubertal children tend to pick a particular chum
of their ovm sex.
11. bith changing interests at puberty, many children
have to find new friends.
12. The adolescent insists he is old enough to pick
own friends
.
C. Adolescent gangs are compact units of the same sex.
1. Gangs form in preputaescence
.
2. There is a falling off of r-an^ activities as
individuals develop heterosexual interests,
3. There is a reshuffling of gang personnel as indi-
vi duals develop heterosexual interests,
4. Gangs are homogeneous in desires, likes, and dislil-reaj.
5. G-angs tend to draw membership from same neighborhood.}
6. G-ang members have an intense group loyalty which
j
may be more important to them than honesty and other ideals.
7. The gang equals the honie in importance to the
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adolescent
,
8. The ^ang develops to thv^art adult interference.
9« The gang demands conformity of members to its
standards,
10. Gang activity is characterized by milling, ex-
citement, adventure, rnovement as a unit, and planning,
11. -he fjang is a subculture formed to provide conti-
nuity of training not offered by adult society.
12. G-ang activities may lead to delinquency.
D, Adolescent crowds are heterosexual groups.
1, The objective of the crov;d is social development,
2. Grov;ds are usually larger than gangs (4 to 20 peop
5, Main activity is sitting about and talking,
4, Crowds tend to be antagonistic to other crowds,
E. There are many cliques ainong^ adolescents,
P, Other groups are important to adolescents,
1, The adolescent craves group activity,
2, The adolescent is interested in clubs such as
The Boy Scouts and Hi.Y,
o, Supervized clubs often use up energies that would
go into gang activities,
G, Sport and recreations play a major role in adolescent
life
,
1.Adolescent interest in athletics is intense,
2,The adolescent becomes more interested in individual
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games and r^roup games at the same time. These interests
are complimentary.
3, Adolescent games have formal rules,
4, Adolescents have greatl^^ increased interest in team
activities
,
5, The ability to take part in athletics or sports is
important to adolescent adjustment,
6, Adolescent girls tend to lose interest in active
games and participate for purely social reasons,
7, Interest in spectator sports, in preference to
active participation, is great and increases as adolescence
progresses.
descents are intensely interested in parties.
9, Adolescents are intensely Interested in dancing.
10, Adolescents are intensely int-'-r-sted in nvies.
11, Just riding is one of alolescentV .'jost important
recreational activities.
H. General traits and problems in this area include:
1, Girls show earlier social luaturity than boys,
2. Social awareness is extremely highly developed,
.-adolescents will go to great lengths to get approval
of the group.
4, Adolescents strive for absolute conformity to the
group on clothes, looks, actions and speech,
5, Adolescents who cannot conform to their development
I'
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c^roup have a difficalt adjustment to juake.
6. Early adolescence is characterized by the excited
period of social life,
7, In late adolescence youth acquires more confidence,
becomes more discriyninating and throws off slavish con-
formity •
S, Excessive emotional (excited) social interests ::ive
way to normal adult level in late adolescence.
9, Eating and drinking become greatly socialized in
adolescence
.
10, Late maturation causes problems of conformity,
11. Late maturers must make a more sudden social
development than early and average maturers.
12. Adolescents are greatly interested in etiquette
and proper social nehavior,
15, Adolescence is a period of social experiiuentation.
14, Adolescents tend to be snobbish,
15, Some youths don't adjust by late adolescence.
Zoot suiters, gang loyalty, unique slang, special coatui.ies
and Jance ritual:: are results of this lack of adjustment.
16. Values change throughout adolescence.
17. Typical qualities regarded as desirable by persons
in late childhood or early adolescence are:
a. l^ioys
(1) competence in games
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(9)
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(5) quiet .^ood humour
(6) docility
(7) attractive appearance
18. Typical qualities re^^arded as desirable in
excited period are:
a. Boys
(1
(2
(5
(4
(5
(6
(7
social ease and poise
personableness
likableness
grooinin;3
physical skill
gg5?essiveness
fearlessness
Girls
(1) buoyant amiability
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(2) ^ressive good sportsmanship
(3) dominating tendencies
(4) attractiveness
(5) sophistication
19, Typical qualities highly regarded in late ado-
lescence are:
a. Eoys
(1) poise
(2) grooming
(3) physical prov/ess
b. Girls
(1) essentially feminine pattern
(2) enthusiasm
(5) friendliness
(4) sociability
(5) sense of humour
(6) grooming
20. Typical qualities boys consider desirable in
girls are
:
a. beauty
b. good manners
0. feminity
d. ;;ood health
e. r.ood pei'SOilaii ty
f. good education
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21. Grirls v.'ho are ::aost popular with boys are not
necessarily the ones most popular v/ith other ;;.irls
.
Traits and problems havin,-:; to do with CMotional
de ve lopment . -
-
A. Pears change during adolescence.
1, Adolescents often fear unfavorable social situ-
ations .
2. Adolescents have fewer fears than youn;-er children.
3, Fears decrease as adolescents become older.
4, Adolescents ere quite capable of covering up fears.
5. Adolescent fears tend to be combination of
childish and adult fears.
6. ?ear loses its force as a medium of control during
adolescence
•
B. Anger is socialized during adolescence.
1. Adolescent anger is often caused by superficial
social situation in v/hich he feels at a disadvantage.
2. The adolescent anger reaction is usually talking.
3. Adolescents remain angry longer than children -
one minute to fortyieight hours.
4. Adolescents are usually angry at someone rather
than at something,
G. Love becoiiien "'.ore i^''ipor t cnt
.
1. Adolescents have a ^..reater capacity for love than
children
•
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2. Adolescents crave affection.
5, Prepubertal and early adolescent love objects are
contemporaries of the same sex,
4. Crushes among adolescent ^'rirls are coLiraon, particu-
larly in girls' schools,
5, Crushes on teachers are quite cor;vr.ion,
5, iloKiosezual love is fairly cor:ii';ion,
7, Some adolescents retain infantile type love for a
much older person.
8. Heterosexual love develops,
D, General traits and probleras concerning emotional
de velopir.ent include:
1, Emotional habits are unstable in alolescence
.
2, Control of manifestation of emotion is being learned
and socialized during adolescence.
3, Kost adolescents are in a constant emotional turmoil
4, Girls are usually more emotionally mature than boys.
5, Adolescent pleasantnesses are social.
6, Adolescents crave excitement.
7, Early or late physiolo '~:iGal maturity may cause
intense anxiety.
8, School situations cause emotional problems by
discrimination, teacher-pupil clashes, poor curricula,
overemphasis of grades,
9, The adolescent is oversensitive.
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10. The adolescent is self-conscious.
11. -'eriods of depression are coirziion in adolescence.
12. Gaiiies and social activities are einotional outlets
for youth,
13. At adolescence full realization of physical
deformity occurs and despair n\a,j result.
14. As a rule small adolescents have not had the sajne
emotional experiences as their lar -er contemporaries.
Traits and problems havin;:: to do v/ith he terosei^uality
1, Pubescents detest contemporary members of the opposite
sex.
2. Early adolescents are s'aj in presence of members of
other sex,
5, Soon after pubescence the "excited phase" begins,
4, ?, uch heterosexual teasinp; occurs,
5, Any boy is a fit tar£^et for adolescent z^vl during the
excited phase,
Z, 3etv/een 12 and 15 years of aj:;e the adolescent '^irl
changes from a quiet sedate creature to an aggresive extro-
verted thing.
7, Interest in the opposite sex sometimes occurs very
suddenly,
8, Interests in the opposite sex sometim^es develop gradually
9, How to Vjehave Vi/ith members of the other sex becomes a
probleni.
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10. Usually first heterosexual activities are ;:roup affairs,
11. Later couples pair off. Often adolescents go to a
function as a r^roup but return as couples,
12. To have a sufficient nuraber of dates becor.ies irnpcrtant,
13. The- problem of hov; to go about dating arises,
14. Betv/een 12 and 15 years of a.i^e boys usually become tidy
and v/ell dressed (accordinrj to croup mores).
15. After pubescence most r^irls are cor^cerned v/ith their
own looks and adornment.
16. Often the results of an adolescent gill's adornment are
startling. To be sexually attractive becomes important.
Beauty and sex appeal are judged by current styles and fads.
17. A boy usually picks a tomboy for his first girl.
18. Often boys' early feminine companions are perfectly
impossible feather-headed females. Boys pick them that v;ay
in order to be superior.
19. Boys show off their manliness by feats of daring, dis-
plays of strength and skill, and masculine activities.
20. Boys are concerned with their own manliness.
21. Crirls adopt feminine manners, ferinine wiles, and
efforts to outwit rivals.
22. Belief in the double standard occurs.
23. Some boys think that right girl will be above sex.
24. Sexual experiences are liable to run away v;ith youth
because of their newness and because of strong sex drives.
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25. Tost adolescents knov/ little about sex and learn by the
trial and error method.
26. Adolescents desire to knov; what love is, how to recog-
nize it and v/hat one can Q;ive and receive in love.
27. Sexual urrjes may fri"hten youth,
28. Kuch sexual play and pettin?^ occurs. Sometimes it
becomes a moral problem.
29. Fickleness in love is an adolescent characteristic.
30. In later adolescence boys pick more sophisticated girls.
31. After the excited phase girls become m.ore discrim.inating
and usually pick older fellov/s for companions and lovers.
32. In later adolescence a youth usually limits his interest
in the opposite sex to one individual and problems con-
nected with "goin^-^ steady" and choosing a mate develop.
33. Boys need to be able to play up to their m.others as
women.
54. A girl needs to have her father's admiration of her as
a young lady.
35. Because of youth's interest in the new, the new girl
(or boy) in a community tends to have the best chance v;ith
the other sex.
36, Many adolescents have di-^'^^^'iculty in learning how to
behave vi/ith the parents of members of the other sex.
57, To adjust to the mores anl economic situation vhen the
sex drive is at its height is a difficult adolescent problem
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Traits and problems havln;-.; to do v/ith the horr.e ,—
j|
1. The adolescent is dependent on the home and its security, |l
2. Adolescents need a sense of adequacy in the home.
3. Much of adolescent behavior is imitation of their parentsj,
4. Adolescents seem to like their mothers best,
5. I.-ost adolescents have emotional problem.s in the hone, I'
6. Adolescence is the period of weaninf;: from the home and
resistance to adults.
7. At puberty youth start to seek entertainment av;ay from
home
.
3, Relatively easy adolescent adjustments are made in a
large niumber of homes,
i
9, Many emotional conflicts are the result of parents'
attempting to thv/art adolescents' attem.pts for freedom,
10, Too m.uch babying in some homes iiiakes youths overly
dependent
,
11, Adolescents do not want complete independence from the
j
home ,
12, Adolescents often indulge in dissi-nstion in orilei^ to
demonstrate tlieir independence from home, i
15, fathers often neglect their children, thus causing
resentment, i
14. TsCany parents expect too much of their children, par- 1
ticularly in school.
j
15. fany parents take alolescent standards and purposes i
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lightly thus injuring youths' eroes.-
16. Domineering parents cause adolescent emotional problems.
17. I.Iany parents try to interfere v;ith adolescents'
choosing of friends.
18. Familiarity and childish treatment on the part of r^arentB
embarass adolescents.
19. Inconsistent behavior of parents causes adolescent
confusion.
20. V.anj parents try to make children conform to mores,
dress, and customs of the parents' generation.
21. ?any parents attempt to m.ap out their children's vo-
cational lives.
22. Oftentimes adults interfere v;ith an adolescent's
choice of a r'jate
,
23. Adolescents are often ashamed of their homies,
24. Adolescents are often ashamed of their families - par-
ticularly children of the foreign born,
25. I ersonal habits of members of the family are frequent
|
causes of sha?-!e and embaras cm.ent . I
26. The adolescent v/ho is not proud of his ho
-".e will not
invite in his friends, |i
Traits and problems common to delinquent adolescent .-- !
1, Most delinquents are bored with normal life, i
2, Delinquents appear at adolescence in large numbers, 1
I
3, Delinquents are usually healthy and well developed.
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4. Iriere is no Jelinquent type.
5. Delinquent neighborhoods are usually:
a. business areas
b. factory areas
c. changing areas which lack cohesion
d. overcrowded areas
6. Delinquents are usually emotionally retarded.
7. School failure is an important contributor to delinquency
8.4'uch delinojj.ency is a result of intolerable personal
situations
,
9. Delinquents are sometimes compensating" for small size
or handicap.
10. Delinquents often feel bored or frustrated in school.
11. Adolescent delinquents sometimes have low intelli ;ence
.
12. l-ach delinquency starts with truancy.
13. Homes contribute to delinquency by example anl in-
tolerable situations.
14. Unsupervised s^-nos lead to delinquency.
15. Delinquent •^angs are products of neighborhoods.
16. Some lelinquency is a result of impulsiveness.
17. Thwarting an adolescent's drive for independence m.ay
lead to delinquency.
13. Common offenses are:
a. by boys - stealing, careless or mischievlous acts
b, girls - truancy, stealing, sexual immorality.
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running avv'ay
.
19, DelinojaencY is often an attempt to prove one's self not
inferior
,
20. Eri^fat children v/ho finish v/ork quickly and have
nothing to do are often problem children.
21. Discipline problem children often lack self control,
are unv/illinr; to play, are bullies and tease youn^-^er
children
.
22, TJnusual social situations lead adolescents into de-
linquency.
23. Lack of hone supervision often leads to delinquency.
24. Youth activities (Scouts, ""'iY) contribute to reducing
delinquency
.
25, Community social centers for youth usually help reduce
delinquency.
26, Delinquency is sometimes a substitute for sex activity.
Traits and problems havinr, to do with vocational life ,-
l.J/any adolescents do not knov/ what work is,
2,, Many adolescents have no idea v;hat vocation they v/ant to
follow and find their vocational abilities, aptitudes and
interests by trial and error.
5, Adolescents tend to "lainorize vocations - to jud";e them
by the outstanding successes, not the failures.
4. Many adolescents have vocational fads - first interested
in one thing, then another.
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5, By late high school most adolescents are quite inter-
'
ested in vocations and have some idea of v;hat they v/ant
j
to do
.
6, T.''-any adolescents pick vocations they cannot afford to
train for,
7, Many adolescent vocational choices have little relation
to their abilities.
3. Many adolescents pick vocations v/hich are either too
difficult or too easy intellectually.
9. Many adolescent pick careers in v/hich there is no demand.
i
10. ?/-any f^irls are hypnotized by careers when they v/ant
homes and jabies.
11. I-'any adolescents pick careers in which youth is
"persona non ;;;;rata".
12. Lany adolescents pick jobs for which they do not have
academic background or training.
13. I'.any adolescents pick jobs for which they are ph^rsically
not qualified.
14. I'.any adolescents pick jobs because of family reasons.
15. Kany adolescents pick jobs unsuited to their person-
j
alities
.
16. In many cases if an adolescent knev>f what vocation he
has chosen vms really like he v;ould not consider it. i
17. Youth expect to obtain hi^h class, v;ell paying, I
orestice bearing jobs which are not open to young people.
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IS. Lany youths have dirficulty acqalrinc the experience
necessary for procuring; a job.
19, Many adolescents aave no way of learning what occu-
pational opportunities exist,
20. Often adolescents do not knov/ how to f:o about getting
a job,
yin&l Plan and Probleins of Adolescence
After compilation of the above list it was decided
that to continue in the original manner would be impracti-
cable under the limits of a master's paper. To analyze
literary v/orks by using such a lengthy and detailed list
as a guide would probably result in doing justice to no
particular item or group of items.
Many of the traits listed - particularly physical
o
traits - are of such a nature, that many authors would find
no place for them except as incidental description or in
connection with an adolescent problem. Other traits are of
such a nature that an author' s comment would be of little
value in viev/ of the present state of scientific knowledge.
Consequently it was decided to limit the problem to a demon-
stration of a method for analysis of literary works which
would indicate v/hat adolescent problems are presented in
certain literary productions and hov/ they are presented by
the author.
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As a guide for such an analysis the follov/in.^ list of
adolescent problems has been derived from the previous list.
These problems have been selected arbitrarily/ because of
their ir^portance in adolescent life, and the probability
of their appearance in literary works. In some cases several
of the traits and problems of the detailed list have been
combined to y.iake one problem in this more ,'jeneral list.
General problems ,
1, Th.e adolescent must adjust to several levels of
development at once,
2. The adolescent m.ust adjust to being considered a
child one minute and an a dult the next
.
5. The adolescent must learn to accept a minor role
in the v;orld.
4. The adolescent must acquire sufficient money for
adolescent activities,
5. The adolescent must establish economic freedom.
6. The adolescent must find a firm foundation in the
present changing vmrld.
7. The average com-.nunity does not provide adequate
recreational activities for youth.
8. Kores, community attitudes and gossip cause many
adolescent problems,
j
9. The adolescent is unsure, I
i
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Problems havln,": to do
^
vvith physical de veloprrient .
1. The adolescent is often av/kv/ard.
2. Boys are unable to control their voices during
adolescence
.
3. Many adolescents have sexually inadequate fi^^ures.
4. The uneven ^rovyth of the adolescent face causes
great concern.
5. AdolescentjS must find release from sexual tension.
6. Adolescents have r:reat difficulty obtaining
adequate, accurate information aoout their ov;n bodies and
sex.
7. Doubts about normality at pubescence pla^iue iiahy
adolescents.
3. Lack of sexual control bothers most boys.
9. Many adolescents are actually embarassed by sexual
growth
.
10. !.:any girls are extremely embarassed by menstrual
periods
•
11. Adolescents must learn to adjust to and kill off
body odors.
12. The appearance of skin blemishes causes adolescents
much concern.
15. The appearance of facial hair and its control
causes an adolescent problem.
14. Masturbation is quite often a problem for ado-
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lescent boys.
Froblems havin.q to do with nental developiient .
1, Adolescents find it difi'icult to do satisfactory
academic work.
2, Adolescent intolerance and prejudice cause many
problems.
3, Younr; adolescents cannot understand generalized
beliefs
.
4, Iv any brilliant adolescents are so far advanced in
school that they must riiake a difficult adjustment as taey
must compete v/ith persons more mature physically and
socially
•
5, Often brilliant adolescents are bored by persons of
their ovm a;j;e
.
6, Lock-step school methods make school work boring
to the . brilliant adolescent.
7, Dull adolescents often have great problems caused
by the difficulty of school woi'lrC.
8, Dull adolescents cannot understand -jeneralization.
Problems havin.^; to do with moral development
.
1. Adolescent i.leals often conflict with those of
adults
.
The adolescent strives to live up to the ideals
formulated by his peer £^,roup,
3. Adolescents strive for strict conformity with peer
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i
n;rouD standards of behavior. I
4, I any adolescents are troubled by religious doubts,
,1
5, The teaching of the church may cause etiiotional
problei.-s such as grave feelings of sin, guilt.
6, Adolescents crave religious av-akening; they long
for higher things.
7, Adolescents are torn b^' conflicting loyalties.
Adolescent problems having to do v/ith social de velopr.ient
.
1, Adolescents need to acquire a satisfactory number
of friends
,
_
2, Changing interests at puberty break up old frienships
and force adolescents to find new friends.
5, Adolescents may have to fight for the privilege
of choosing their own friends.
4, Loss of social status causes a difficult adjustment,
5, The increased heterosexual interests of some
riieribers cause the problen'; of reconstituting gang member-
ship.
6, Adolescents crave group activities.
7, Adolescents strive for absolute conformity to the
group in such things as clothes, looks, speech and activi-
ties. '
8, The inability to conforin causes difficult ad- i
justment.
9« Adolescents have an extremely well developed sense
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of social av/areness an3 consequently go to great lenr^ths
for social approval.
10. Adolescents are [greatly concerned about etiquette
and proper social behavior.
11. Adolescent snobbishness may cause problems.
12. Late maturers may have difficult problems as they
must learn social 'graces rapidly.
Problems havin~ to do v/ith emotional development,
1. Adolescents must learn to control manifestations
of emotions.
2. Adolescents seek affection.
3. Unfavorable social situations often cause ado-
lescent emxOtional disturbances.
4. The school situation is often a source of em.otional
problems
.
5. In some cases the problem of homosexual love occurs,
6. Host adolescents are in a constant emotional
turmoil
.
7. Adolescents are oversensitive.
8. Adolescents are self conscious.
Adolescent problems havinf; to do with he terosexuality
.
1, Oftentime interest in the opposite sex arrives so
suddenly that the adolescent is quite confused.
2. After pubescence there is great concern about looks
and adornment.
II
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3. Boys are greatly concerned s.bout their ov;n
manliness,
4. The sexual u.r":e is^ often frightening,
5. Sexual play and petting may cause individual ^^:oral
problems
.
6. Going steady causes many problems.
7. Vihat to do about heterosexual teasing is a problem,
8. Kov/ to deal v/ith heterosexual bashfulness is a
problem.
9. IIov; does one get along v/ith members of the other
sex?
10. iIov/ does one act tov/ard parent of members of the
other sex?
11. Hov; does one go about dating?
12. How docs one control sexual impulses and desires?
13. Hot/ loes one obtain adequate knowledge about sex?
14. ' ov; does one oDtain adequate knowledge about love?
15. i'o adjust to the mores and economic situation
which forbid marriage and intercourse v/hen the sex drive
is most intense may cause severe problems.
Problems having to do v/ith hom.e ,
1* The adolescent must find security in his lioi'^e
,
2, Adolescents need a sense oi? adequacy in the home,
3« The adolescent must gradually establish his inde-
pendence of the ho::ie during the adolescent period,
I
I
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4, I.Iany parents take adolescent standards and purposes
j
light
5, Tany adults treat adolescents as children,
6. Ivlany adolescents are confused by the inconsistent
behavior of their parents,
7. Ilany parents attempt to ^.laX^e their children conforn
to mores, customs and styles of the parents' ,2;6neration.
3. L'any parents attempt to map out adolescents' vo-
cational life.
9. L.any parents attempt to interfere with an ado-
lescent's choice of a mate,
10. Adolescents are often ashamed of their hone,
11. Adolescents are often ashamed of their fam.ilies.
Adolescent problems havin;"; to do with vocations ,
1. To find a suitable life work is one of an ado-
lescent's most difficult problems.
2. I*'any adolescents find it difficult to acquire the
experience necessary for procuring; a job,
3. Girls often have the problem of deciding; between
a home and a career.
4. Youth must find what vocational opportunities
exist.
5. Youth needs to learn hov/ to ;;et a job.
6. Youth needs to find out v;hat his ovm interests, i
i
abilities and aptitude fit him for.
j
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7. Youth needs to learn v/hat the req-airernents for
different positions are.

GSAPTSK II
DSSGRIPTIOr SELECTED PROBLEM'S OF ADOLESCEi^TGE
In this chapter an attempt is made to describe the
adolescent probleriS selected for the remainder of this
study
.
G-eneral Problems
The adolescent must adjust to several levels of de-
velopment at once .-- Since the adolescent matures unevenly,
he often finds himself in the awkward situation of being ||
a child in one respect and an adult in another, lie m.ay be
manly in appearance but a child in interests, social de-
velopment and physiological development. This catefjory has
to do v/ith problems resulting; frori the a^ synchronous de-
velopr^ent of the individual himself.
j
The adolescent must ad.iust to beinf; considered a child '
one m.inute and an adult the next .-- This catefjory includes
problems which result from adults' recocnizing adolescents'
maturity partially. This often boils down to adolescents'
being expected to use mature jud^jnient but bein^^ forbidden
,
ii
to exercise the privileges that come with such attainment.
The ado_le s cent mus t le arn to accept a m.inor role in
beinc somebody some day.
important personages Ij
the world .-- Lost people dream of
Kany adolescents expect to become
- 40 -
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immediately but soon must recognize that their iiimediate
role in adult society is to be an exceedingly small one.
This category deals v/ith the adolescent problems v;hich
come while this adjustment is beinr; made.
The adolescent must acquire sufficient vr.onej for
adolescent activities .-- Particularly today, adolescent
activities require a considerable amount of money, -.e must
somehov/ find money for" coked', school affairs, sports,
dances, and so forth. Insufficient money -^nay cut him out
from many activities of his group. Problems concerning the
procurement of the necessary funds (by fair means or foul,
from vi/ork or from parents), or resulting from the inability
to procure enough money are included in this item.
The adolescent miust establish economic freedoFi. -- This
category includes the problem.s of late adolescents who
must find a v/ay to support themselves and so free them-
selves from parental support.
The adolescent must find a firm foundation in the
present changing world .-- To find a philosophy of life is
important to any individual. This ip particularly true in
a period such as twentieth century when the v^orld is in a
state of flux - when the social structure of the world is
being remade, when world philosophies are warring with
each other and when faith in the old economic structure
is being shaken. This item has to do v/ith youth's problems
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in finding; suitable philosophies for their own inclividaal
lives.
I
The avera.-:e coniriunity does not provide adequate
recreational activities for youth .-- In this item are
included the problems of finding sonething to do v/ith one's
leisure tine, a particularly trying problem for non-school
youtn \ilth little ..;ioney. Recreational facilities of the
western v/orld are lar,:;ely designed for adults, "'ot only are
they beyond the reach of a^.oleccent pocl':etboohs but in
iGany cases thej ai'e inappropriace for youoh, This is par-
ticularly distressful because adolescents crave group
activity an:l, in .lany co:t- lUnities , have no o^Ti"^o"'t-"'.:'-i ty to
find it unless they create their own.
?'Iores, corrurunity attitudes and gossip cause many
adolescent proble:^:s .-- '"ere v/e are concerned v/ith the
problems caused by the coi^i lunity and by the old v^ives who
refuse to allov/ persons to grow up normally, who create
scandals out of innocent pleasures, who refuse to lot
by-gone s be by-gone s, v;ho magnify minor sins out of all
proportion, and who hew to standar-3s the rest of the world
has ^.lasceJ by.
The adolescent is unsure. -- 3eing a novice at almost
everything- '"le undc-ftahes , the adoloFiccnt riunt If^arn in
order to acquire adulthood. _>uring tais pex-iod of learning
and adjust tnt youth lacks confidence. It is only after
j
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trying his hand and ^ainin^:; experience thtt the adolescent
reaches the confidence of maturity. It is with problems
connected v.'ith this lack of confidence that this category
deals .
Problems r.avin^ To Do v;it;i i:-ysicai -jeveiopment
The adolescent is often awkv/ard .-- The rapid growth
of arms and le;:s plus tbe uneven r-rowth of rnuscle? nnd
bones cause many adolescents to lose much of their inuscular
control. The rosultin.g probler:is such as embarassment and
inability to perform well in sports, are within the scope
of this problem.
Soys are unable to control their voices durin,'^
adolescence
.
-- This well laiov;n problem sometimes lasts two
years. It is a cause of much em.baras sment amon^ boys and
occasionally results in a youth's refusal to talk in
public
.
r any adolescents have se::ually inadequate fi'jures .--
V.onj adolescents do not conform to thoir ideals ^-f" bo'lil^'-
perfection. This is a problem par"cicaiariy Tor boys with
definitely feminine contures. Lost :;irls take jrreat pains
tr :'.n^'p their f i '"'res confor- i r'-\^-Tent fashion , ^•.'hat-
ever it iiiay be. x or a ci^l '^o becoiiie oven a trifle stout
nay cause her anguish.
The uncv.-.i ;rov/th of the aJo i c . at face causes .:reat
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concern .-- During;; aiolescence the facial bones rro\" at an
uneven rate. At first the adolescent may seem all nose.'
Later the upper oortion of the face develops and finally
the lower portion x-euc-^os its ad'Jilt dimensions, ^j.rin,^ this
period of growth the individual may become c^eatly con-
cerned aoout his appearance.
The adolescent r.iust find release from ser.ual uension ,
—
With the increased flov; of hormones after puberty the
sexual drive becOM'es intense. This results i-"_ s-^'-.r.l
tension. This cate ;ory includes problems concerning; v/hat
to do about this tension, hov/ to relieve it, ani its effect
upon the individual.
Adolescents liave r.reat difficulty obtaining adequate
,
accurate information about their own bodies and sey. --
Durin;3 ailolescence r.iany bodily changes occur, .-x ,_,reat ...an^'
of these changes have to do v/ith sexual [growth. Ordinarily
there is no place nor oerson that an adolescent may turn to
for information, .-hat information that is obtained in Lae
home is usually insufficient. Information obtained from
associates is quite likely to be inaccurate. It '^ only
natural that the individual should want to know vvnat is
happening to him and what, if anything, to do about it.
Problems concerninr^ disturbances over what is happenincj to
individuals physically and how to find out the reason for
these chanr-es and v^hat they mean to one's life are included

in tVAs item.
Doubts about ncmalitj at pubescence pla::ue riany
adolescents .-- Here are considered the probleLis of being
different v/hich result from the appearance or non-appearance
of sez characteristics anil now and unfamiliar LliOU:i:ht s
,
fancies, and interests.
Lack of sexual control bothers most boys .-- This
category includes problems connected with uncontrolled
erections and nightly ejaculations.
kany adolescents are actually embarassed by sexual
p;rov/th .-- Included in this category are problems caused by
such fear as that, oecause of their '-reatly increased size,
the testicles v/ill shov. through the clothing, and the
common belief am.ong girls that people are watching their
breasts. This also includes ei.ibarassment caused by the
grovvth of the beard.
Iviany girls are extremely embarassed by menstrual
periods .-- The inability to nlay acT:ivel3^ and the beli^-f
that boys know vvhat is \.rong with them and problems v.aich
result therefrom are the concern of this section.
Adolescents miust learn to adjust to and kill off
bod:/ odors .-- Since s«/eating is greatly increased during
adolescence the or-^blem of body odor reaches a new im-
portance. This J..: particularly true because youth is
greatly interested in being socially acceptable.
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The appearance of skin bleriishes causes adole scenes
much concern ,-- An extremely large percentage of ado-
|
lescents have acne or some siiiiilar facial blemish. Because
of the creat concern about one's appearance during ado-
|
lescence, such blemishes cause much a."ony. Under this item
;!
j!
are considered any proolems resulting from the appearance
of such blemishes and attempts to remove or disguise them.
The apoearance of facial hair and its control causes^
'
an adolescent problem,-- feminine Drbblems of elirainatinft
-I
- - o
hair and male problems resulting from shavins;, coraj;ients !
of associates and elders, and non appearance of the beard
are considered here,
{
I'^asturbat ion is quite often a problem for adolescent
boys . - - i\.asturbation is rather corfimon anong adoleBcent
j
boys. This is accompanied b^r fancies and feelin^^ of S'-'-il't
I
and possible doubts of normality v/hich become intense
because of the faulty information on the subject popularly
li
disseminated. Any problem coniected with masturbation is
^
included in this item, '
Problem^s JIavinjj; To 3o v/ita ental "development
j
Adolescents find it difficult to do satisfactory
:|
academic v/orl: ,-- Here are included all problems arisin-: '
from the difficulty of school work such as frustration, |l
discouragement and parental conflicts, '!
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Adolescent intolerance and prejudice cause manj
problenis . This cat6:;,ory deals v;ith problens of indi-
viduals as a result of the prejudices and intolerance of
other adolescents as well as -oroble^ns which adolescent
create for theniselves oecause of uaesc Li'aits.
Young adolescents cannot understand generalized
beliefs.-- Tv.any adolescents have "oroble-:s \.hich result
from their being unable to understand generalizations and
to generalize. This is particularly true v/ith regards to
standards of oehavior.
any brilliant adolescents are so far advanced in
school that they must mal:e a difiicult adjusc;:ent as they
must compete with persons more mature physically and
socially. -- This item concerns any problem caused b^-^ a
young brilliant adolescent's beinj^ throv»n into the company
of more mature persons.
Often brilliant adolescents are bored by persons of
their ovm a ;e «-- This c ate -or:- includes the or-ohl'^-^': of
finding persons v/ho can I'each aii.i iuceliec cuaiiy and yet
be on the same level socially.
Lock-step school methods make school >.ork borinf^ to
the brilliant adolescent .-- In this c&terorir are included
any problems v/hich result from a brilliant adolescent's
being iiiad'^ ' ' '.ne because his school v;ork is not
equal to his capacity.
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Dull adolescents often ".lave ':reat proble^iH; ca'asej. by
the difficulty 'of school work.-- This cate^:ory deals with
the problems resulting from constant failure and consequent
frustration on the part of ahnomally dull adolescents.
Dull adolescents can not understand r;eneralizations .--
In this section are included problems v/hich result from
the dull adolescent's inability to ^c.-e. '-alize and conse-
quent getting into . difficulty
.
Problems Having To Do viith Loral Development
Adolescent ideals often conflict v;ith those of
adults,-- xoutu creates its own ideals. Since these ideals
do not always conform to those of their elders, oftentimes
conflicts result. Problems arisin.- '^ro-''^- these conflicts
are treated here.
The adolescent strives to live up to the ideals
formulated by his peer f-roup.-- In Lhis cate.'-iory are found
problems the individual encounters in trying to live up to
the ideals of his group other tlian those problemiS which
concern adult interference,
Adol^- scenes strive for strict conformity v;ith peer
group standards of behavior.-- This section deals with
problems arising from an adolescent's inability to hew to
peer group behavior standards,
Kany adolescents are troubled b'y reli.;ious :loubts.--
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At adolescence the youth be.^lns to think for hir.iself, 'le
sees, reads, and hears thin^^s v;hich are difficult to !
reconcile with what he has learned of religion. To a person
r
v7ho has been brought up in a religious home the apparent
inconsistencies nay cause serious problems,
|
The teaching of the church may cause emotional problems
such as grave feelings of sin or guilt .-- The problems
discussed in this category are those of the individual
whose normal de velo::!ment leads him into conflicts with the
teaching of the c--urch and consequently is emotionally
troubled
,
Adolescents crave religious av.'ahening ; they long for
higher thinrs ,-- This item includes problem.s of a religious ij
nature in which the individual searches for something
v/orthy of his devotion.
Adolescents are torn by conflicting loyalties . - - The
adolescent is eztremel^?' loyal to his home, his school, his i
gang, and to any other group of v/liich he is a member.
Unfortunately for the adolescent peace of mind there is not .
always hariTiony amonr: these groups. Then the adolescent must
make a choice v/hich may be e::trem.ely difficult. It is with
li
such problems that this item deals, i|
Problems Having To Do with Social Development '.'
Adolescents need to acquire . atisfactory nu:...---
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of frlen-3£ .-- This catc •;ory deals with acquirinp* and
keeping a satisfactory nmnber of friends of the individual's
ov/n age group. Although this item includes friendship with
^^rsons of both sexes, it does not Include adolescent
roiiiances .
Changing interests at puberty creak up old friendships
and force adolescents to find nev; friends .-- ^ince
physiological maturity comes at v/idely varying ages from
individual to individual, friends grov/ av/ay froiVi each
other at puberty and probleiris of finding new friends and
reconciling one's self to the loss of old ones result.
Adolescents may have to fight for privilege of
choosing their own friends .-- i.'ere the probler.is resulting
from adult interference in the choice of friends are
dealt with.
Loss of social status causes a difficult ad.jus tnent .--
This category has to do v/ith problems caused by loss of
leadership position or acceptability to the group.
^'he increased heterosexual interests of sor;e mCMbers
cause the problem of reconstituting gang membership .— In
this category are included problems not only of the
readjus tr>icnt of the gang but the proble^iis of personal
relations caused by the desertion of Its nemberr
.
/kdo J- ...scenes crave group ac lIvl .-- ihe pi'ouie:..s
of • finding and being accepted into suitable group activitiesii
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are considered in this cate'^^jory
,
Adolescents strive for absolute confornity to the
sToup in such thin:-;s as clothes, looks, speech and ac-
tivities .-- In this section the overcominr;; of obstacles
v;hich prevent, or make difficult, conformity are considered.
±he inability to conforir. causes difficult adjustment
This item, includes the problems of individuals v;ho find it
impossible to overcorae the obstacles mentioned above.
Adolescents have extremely developed social awareness
and consequently ;';o to :;reat len;;ths for social approval .
This item includes all problem^s concerning the aquisition
and maintenance of social ap'oroval. It also includes
problems caused by the loss of social approval.
Adolescents are -;reatly coticerned about etiquette and
proper behavior .-- In this section problems of learninr-
v;hat is acceptable and of realizing, both one's own social
blunders and those of or.e's associates are considered.
Adolescent snobbishness may cause problems .-- Tliis
item includes problem.s of adolescents caused by the
snobbisl'iness of other adolescents.
Late maturers may have difficult problem as u.-e.y :..ist
learn social graces rapidly .-- The early maturer ^;radually
learns to handle himself in heterosexual society,--. Ir.tc
maturer, hov/ever, iiiust adjust to the new situation at once
durin;;j a period in v/hich liis contemporaries hove already
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learned at least the rudiments of social behavior.
Problems Having To Do with Emotional Development
Adolescents must learn to control manifestations of
em.otions .-- This category has to do with the conquering of
fear and the channeling of an -er manifestations into
acceptable paths in order that one may not ap^oear ridicu-
lous .
Adolescents seek affection^-- The proble .:£ considered
in this cate^ox'y are t'lose connecced v;ith atueiupt of the
individual to ,"et sufficient affection and those caused
by lack of sufficient affection. Problems concerning
heterosexual love are not considered.
Unfavorable social situations often cause adolescent
emotional disturbances ,-- Here are considered problems
caused by fear of future unfavorable situations and an,_;er
over past and present situations in which the individual
appears unfavorably.
The school situation is often a source of emotional
problems ,-- In this cate -:orv are included problems arisinf^
from the school situations ....ic.i are not a direct result
of academic vjork.
In some cases the problem, of iicmosexual love occurs .-
-
Any problem havinr; to do with homosexuality is included
here •
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I
r.'ost a'lolescents are j.n constant erriotional turnoil .--
Here are included problems caused by bein^; continually '
excited
.
Adolescents are oversensitive ,-- '-ey are hurt by
slightest cause. This deals with problems of the adolescent
caused by his taking to heart minor thin;-;s v/hich an adult
would hardly notice.
Adolescents are gelf conscious ,-- Adolescents are
j
extremely concerned about themselves, I'.oreover they seer.
,
ji
to believe U'.at everyone else is equally iKte:--e£ted in
them. The result is acute self consciousness with all its
attendant problems.
Problems Ilavinf-^ To Do v;ith He tero sexuality
Oftenti:;ies interest in opposite sez arrives so sudden- "
ly that the adolescent is quite confused ,-- A young person
may start a day " ith a stron
,
...slike for the other I
sex and before ni^hLfall find that these people are
j
extremely interestin*;^. Any problem caused b^^^ the suddeness
|
of L,.iii ^'uij...a-..ent al chan.^.e is dealt with here.
After puoescence there is ^:reat concern abo it looks i
and adornment .-- This item includes the npo blc'-is of |'
clothes, hair-do, make-up. It does not include concern
I
about the figure and otiier physical attributes of ap-
pearance. !
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Boys are '':reatly coiicerned about their ov/n manliness .--''
Problems in this area concern prowess, skill, Etren.r;th,
and the other attributes of men.
The sexual ur :,e is often fri^'iteninc;
.
-- This category
includes any problems caused by fear as a result of the
sudden appearance of an intense sexual ur ^.e.
Sexual play and pettinr; may cause individual moral
problem. .-- This cate-jory deals v/ith individual problems
concernins how much, if any, sexual play is permissible
if one is to re.main decent in one's ov.n estimation. It does
not include conflicts with parents and other lav:. giving
autaorities on the matter e:.cept as they expert influence
on the individual's judgment.
Croing steady causes many problems .-- In this category
are found the problems of picking the one , as \iell as the
many normal problem.s of true love (including puppy love).
what to do about heterosexual teasing is a problem . --
Heterosexual toasin'-; is extremely common among yo'ung ado-
lescents. Any probleius having to do v^ith heterosexual
teasing comies under this category.
i
IIov/ to deal with heterosexual bashfulness is a
j
problem .-- iwany adolescents are excessively shy in the
company of persons of the other sex, especially durin^-
'
early adolescence, iroblcus created by sliyness are treated
here . li

rpw does one :;et alon,^ with riembers of the other ser. 'S - -
This item irxcludes problems aroLised by the lack of
knowledge of hov/ to treat members of the other sez, '
iiov/ does one act tovjard parent of members of the
other sey. 'i-- In particular, what do boys do and say to
parents when they arc callin:; on :;iirls, and any problem
of a like nature.
How does one []o about datinr;'? -- This item includes
both hov; to ask for iates and hov/ to attract invitations.
. .ov. does one
^
control sexual i:npulses and desires? --
This item concerns individual'is problems in obtaining the
answer to this question.
jjovi does one obtain adeq^uate knov;led:;e about se::? --
Plere any problems concerned with obtaining information
about sexual m.atters are included -^t'v'T^ t'-^pn those
mentioned under "Problems connected wita x-hysical de-
velopment" .
lioM :loes one obtain adequate l:nov/led ;e about love? --
This category includes problems concerninc such thin^^s as
the nature of love, how does one reconrilze love, what can
one :;ive and r-eceive in love and mai'. .a,-,G i-c nations ot..^r
than sexual.
To adjust to the mores and economic situation which
forbid mari'lai-e and intoi'course when the se:: drive is :iost
intense may cause severe proble'.is Adolescents are ready
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to marry physically v/hen they are still irnrnature in otixer
v;ays - the r::o£t ii'-npcrt ant oeinr; econoiriic. The strong sex ij
drives of this period cause the development of (Tioral
problems and the need for finding of satisfactory acceptable;!
substitute outlets for uneir drives.
Problems Having To Do with the Home
The adolescent r.rast find security in his ho;ie .-- Both
attempts to find security and problems resultinf: from lacl;
of such security are treated in this section.
Adolescents need a sense of adeoj.iacy in the homie .--
This item concerns both problems about obtaining; and Main-
taining a sense of adequacy and problems resulting; from
loss of a sense of adequacy'".
The adolescent must gradually establish his inde-
pendence of the home durin;; the adolescent period , --
Problems resulting from parental interference v;ith ado- '
lescent attempts to establish independence and the rebuffs
the adolescent receives from the society in such attempts
are treated in this section, '
I.'any parents take adolescent standards and purposes
j
Ijpjhtly .-- This cater^ory deals with the problems of ado-
j
lescents resultin,;; from blows to their e^'oes from li-ht
treatment of things which to adolescents are important.
I'any adults treat adolescents as children .-- This item

deals v/ith the ern.otional ;:>roblens cau2S_i by childish
treatment
.
r.any adolescents are confused by the inconsistent
behavior of their parents .-- '-lere both problems caused by
inconsistencies betvi'een the behavior of mothers and fathers,
betv/een what parents preach and what they do, and the uneven
oehavior of individual parents are dealt \;ith,
I/any parents attempt to nake their children conform,
to m.ores, customs and styles of the parents' .generation . --
Since confor?!iity co his ov/n :;roup is so iir.portant to an
adolescent, parental attempts to make their children adopt
outworn behavior patterns is bound to create conflicts and
are more or less doomed to failure. It is v;ith problems
arising from such conflicts that this section deals.
:' any parents attempt to map out adolescents' vo-
cational lives .-- In this item, are considered problems
resulting from conflicts about vocational choices and
problems resultin'; from poor vocational choices because
of fainily pressure.
V.anj parents attempt to interfere v/ith the ado-
lescent' s choice of a ifiate .-- This caue::ory deals v;ith.
conflicts betv/een the fam.ily and the youth in his choice of
a mate. It also includes nroblems v/hich may result from
the youth's yielding uo the family.
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Adolescents are often asharaed of their home .-- This
category deals v/ith shame becau.se of the physical aspects
of the home
•
Adolescents are often ashamed of their families .-- In
this section probleias resulting from shame of members of
the family, their habits, economic status, language and
appearance
.
Problems ''^avin"^ To Do v.'ith Vocations
To find a suitable life v. ork is one of an adolescents
most difficult problems .-- In this item are considered all
problems connected Vi/ith selecting a suitable vocation which
are not dealt v/ith elsevvhere specifically.
Tany adolescents find it difficult to acquire the
experience necessary for procuring a job .-- This category
deals vvith the difficulties persons have in finding first
jobs because of lacl-^ of v;orl: e::perience.
-firls often h^^vc L.j.e problem of iccidin^, :.el\.cen a
home and a career .-- Many girls feel they should pursue
a career when v/hp.t tl'io'' r'^fll"'' v.ant in to bf^come '^.o '.ro-
vvives. Other girit, io noc Lvnow waich course L.o ioiio\' in
order to make their lives more satisfactory. In this item
probleiis arising ..ecause of i:'''" necessity ^^-r deciding
betv/een a home and a career in tfie business world or in the
home are considered.
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Youth must find \/hat vocational opportanities exist ,
riere are included the probleius ox v/hat vocational opoor-
tunities exist and the problems v^hich result from learning
of Ip.C'.' of op:3ortunity after a vocation has been chosen
aii a pre p ar e .1 for.
Youth needs to learn how to -et a job .-- This section
deals :vith problerfiS of hov/ to attack obtaining a iob.
-outh needs to find out v/hat his own interests, abili-
ties and aptitude fit hin for .-- In this section the
probler.is of finding out v;hat one i- '^'.tt"- ^-^. '^ the
problems resulting from com^nencin-;;; an unsuiuaoie vocation
are considered.
Youth needs to learn v/hat the req'iirernent s for differ-
ent positions are. -- This category includes problems of
finding out v/hat the requirements for position? are and
problems r-L.i^uin_, froi.i choosing a vocaCi.cn i.i u.-out .luvinj
learned the requirements and consequent poor preparation.

GKAP^\ :-. Ill
The :jcope ol' the Chapter
'I'his chapter is an analysis oi' ten literary works in
the raanner indicated in Chapter I, First the v/orks con-
sidered are lisLed and described in gexieral. Ihe de-
scriptions are follo'.ved by an eniiraerat ion ol one ^.orks in
Vn'hich each problem appears and a list of the problems
found in each v/ork. Finally there is a discussion of the
manner of presentation of the problems.
Description and Cfeneral Discussion of ..orks Analysed
A list of the v;orks analyzed and a brief description
of each appear in the foliov/in^ para. .rap-iS
,
Henry Jaines, "Daisy rillcr" .-- This well-knovm novel-
ette of James' earlv neriod presents the v^roblem of a naive
late teen-ajer iro.j; a v/ealthy but middle-class nroviiicial
backf;round who attempts to find social acceptance and love
in the artificial v;orld of the fashionable American ex-
patriates in Europe durin;^ the last century. Her back;:jround
has not prepared her for this experience. Her ^routh, in-
experience, in,{;enuousness and independence doo^v to
tragic defeat.
Antonina Riasanovsky, "The Childrpn" .-- In this novel
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youth is portrayed in a period of economic and social
stress. The author portrays the life and problems of the
sons and daughters of the Russian Gzarists v/ho '-^c.ve fled to
l.lanchuria during the period folloY/in.g the Japanese occu-
pation and just prior to the late v/ar in Europe, xilthou^h
the settin^^ is far rsnoved fror.i the normal American ho'ie,
the strains of this environi:'jent help to more sharply de-
lineate the problerrts of the adolescent characters,
Sanuel Butler, "The .'ay of All I^^lesh" .-- Sai'iuel Butler
tells us the story of the maturing of Iiirnest Pontifex from
a period two generations before his birth until he finally
establishes himself in his early thirties. It is an e::cel-
lent study of a boy v/ho has been held too firmly under the
parental thumb.
Booth Tarkin'-ton, "Seventeen" .-- In this novel of a
small town in the summer Tarkington presents the trials and
tribulations of a normal American youth in the tr.roes of
his first love. In addition to the love interest v.e find
youth presented in its contemporary social whirl v/ith its
many attendant problems.
Ldith ..'harton, "The Children" .-- .although Eiith
VJharton's novel purports to present the problems of a family
of c"^ildren, there is really little of adolc £ o>-. .cc the
novel. The characters seem too old and unreal. The story
concerns seven children, three of v/hom are adolescent.

ihsse chilire.!! ars cjic product ox a ..o:.-t v.^.ica .xul jc&n
;
i
broken. and made over several times. Daring tlie period
|
covered by the book, the children are "knocl"inj" about
Europe under the direction of 15 year old Judy, tne eldest
sister, in an unsucceEsful attempt to escape from their
home and thus prevent the nezt separation ^f" V^^'.i' narents
from separating them,
. .So.verset L'aunhav.i, "Of Il-ui'-ian I.onuar:e" .-- Ihe author
has portrayed the life of a laiie boy from early childhood
through to a rather late maturity. Althou£;h a f.reat portion
of the book deals v/ith the hero at an are at which one is
usually considered an adult, he does not find himself until
the end of the book. The story follows the boy through his
school life, his vocational life, and his emotional life,
and presents many traits and problems of youth in a real-
ii
h
istic fashion,
Edna Berber, "The Girls" .-- T'-ii-" no "el is th.-- rtor-' of
three adolescent ;^irls - one 74 ^Ccirs old, one o2 years old,
and one 19 years old - in their pursuit of independence and
self realisation. It is a valuable study of the effect of
parental domination on the lives of young people as v/ell
as an inter^stir.'^- and accurate comi'^entary on the traits
and proble ^^u... .udoxc sconce
.
Richard Llewellyn, "How C'reen '..'as V.j Valley" .-- This
modern novel of life in a . elsh mining" coinmunity at the turnli
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of the century is a pov/erful corninentary on youth. It I
portrays a lar';^e family of young people, who grow up in an
excellent home. The problems of ;;rov/in'; up, of finding; a
mate, of establishing one's self, and the clash of youth
and age are vividly expressed.
D.H.Lawrence, "Sons and Lovor-s" .-- In this novel are
found the problems of youth in a poverty stricken, unhappy
home. The story mainly/ concerns the ,p;rov/in" \ir) of a boy
who is unable to shake iiimself free fro:: -lis motaer's love,
his abortive love affairs and his final crackin;; up when
he no longer has a mother on v;hor. to depend.
Wllla Gather, "Lucy ^-ajLicar t
"
.-- ..ilia Gather's un-
happy story of a 21 year old girl's love affair v/ith an
j
older man and he.r attem.pt to find m.eaninf; in life after the
affair's unfortunate ending;', does not have much to offer
as a study of adolescence, although the heroine is defi-
nitely adolescent in her behavior at times,
I
Adolescent Problems Presented in the '..orl-is Analyzed
In this section an attempt has been iaade to show v/hich
of the works consider the problem.s mentioned in C'-n'^r I.
The problems have been listel as in the original ±a.£T:
except that problems which have not been found in any of the
selections have been 1 1'^ , ""or the ^•}r''"''^~ o-*^ t'^ls
section the works are roiei-red to oy che foilov.ia^; numbers:
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1 , Daisy I..lller
2. The GhiUren (V/harton)
3 • Se venteen
4 . Sons and Lovers
5, The Children (Riasano vsky
)
G , Hov; 3-reen ..as ii-j Valle;/
7 . Of Human Bonda.r^e
8 • The '3-irls
9 . Lucy Gayheart
10. The ^^.ay of All Flesh
The pages on which the author deals with a particular
problem are Aesi-'^nated by pa^e numbers separated from the
code designation of the book by colon. For exajiiple, should
a particular problem appear on parses 10 through 15 of
Seventeen , the reference would appear as o : 10 - 15.
w-eneral ;.vrojleras .
The adolescent must adjust to several levels of
development at once.
: '/4, ^Ic
The adolescent must acquire sufficient money for
adolescent activities.
1 210
7 92 - 101
10 13l:i - 194

The adolescent must establish economic freedom.
5 J £28 - 255, 245 - 247
9 : 190
10 : oll-oi^
The adolescent must find a firr.i foundation.
4 : 490, 475-476
u : 297-298, 110-111
7 : 298-299,515-520,599,402-405,656-660,675
9 : 51,55,131-185
10 : 225-556,^:90-294,505-510
The average community does not provide recreational
activities for youth,
1 : 11
7 : 195-200
Gorrjriunity mores, attitudes and gossip cause inany
adolescent problems.
1 : o5, 40-45, 51
w : >-..x, 540- 541,537-^,5^
- 1-52,57-40
9 : 14G-147,151,,1~4,216,1^2,176
ihe adolescent is unsure.
1 : 14
Problems -lavin,, to do with physical de velopr:ent .
R:any adolescents have sexually inadequate

I;
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7 : entire
10 : 151- lo2
Adolescents mast find release from sexual tension.
4 : ^;11, ;d58-k;59, id44-;i4G, 296, 585, 588-539, 594, 596
6 : 551-541
7 : 410-4S8
10 : 257, 272-274
Problems having; to do with mental development .
Adolescents finl it difficult to do sat isf uc o ..r^,
academic v;ork
.
5 : 555-560
Iv'any brilliant adolesceiics are cored oy persons of
their own a{i;e ,
7 : 82
Lock- step scaool met nods make school v/ork boring for
the brilliant adolescent,
7 : 91
Problems havin.^; to do witn inoral development
.
Adolescent ideals often conflict v/ith those of adults,
1 : 55-56
2 : 140-145
5 : 108, 178-179
o : .u-57, 385-386
Adolescents strive for strict conformity with peer
,"roun stundarls of iichavior,
|
ti
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5 : 27G-;i,oU
Kany adolescents are troubled by religious doubts.
4 : 267-268, 227-228
6 : 50
7 : 56-Gl, 156-141
The teachin::s of the church may cause errxotlonal
problems such as :-;rave feelincrs of sin.
4 : 203, 211
7 : 73
Adolescents crave religious av/akening; they long for
higher things,
u : :;14, 113-122, 126-127, 195-195
7 : 31
Adolescents are torn by conflicting loyalties.
2 : 129-150
ProDlems having to do vvith social de velop?::ent
.
Adolr.sce'it^; need to ao'.^'ilre a s?,l i rf F.rt'^r^'' nn/'"^er
of friends
.
1 : 11
7 : 52-90
Adolescents may have to fight for the privilege of
choosing their ovm friends,
10 ;
Adolescents crave group activities,
1 : 10-12

7 : 197
Adolescents strive for absolute conformity to the
group in such t:.iin-,s as clothes, looks, speech and
ac tivitie s .
5 I 216
Adolescents have an extremely v.ell de--:l- " ^-^nse
of social awareness.
1 : 11, 19, 49
y : 132-155
o : 4-S, 79-39
A :lole scents are ;:reatly concerned about etiquette
and propel' social behavior.
2 : 302
3 : 161
5:8, 125
Adolescent snobbishness may cause problems.
5 : 359
7 : 63
Problems havinr^ to do with eniotional de veloprrjent
.
Unfavorable social situations often cause adolescent
emotional disturbances.
: : 14-54, 230-^-^44
u I V- 1
, . 'i - u
7 : 160
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Adolescents need affection.
5 : 124-125, 37
'Ihe school situation is often a source of eraotional
probleiTiS .
5 : 355-360
i!
6 : 18C-189 j'
7 : 73-75
host adolescents are in a constant emotional turrioil.
5 : entire
7 : firsu three-quarters of che book
I
9 : 145-201
Adolescents are oversensitive.
7 : 85
Adolescents are self conscious,
o : 95, 120, 214-215
4 : 35-33, 107-108, 110-115
I
7 : 80
8 : 76
Problems havin;; to do \..'ith he terosexuality .
After pubescence there is a ^reat concern about
I
looks ana L.dorix^ient
.
2 : 272-273
|i
5 : 94-104, 73-7-^ 155-137, 142-145, l'^:'-216
\
4 : 89
5 : 33
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G * cOS'— o08
9 : 65, 82
Boys are £:reatly concerned about their ovm manliness.
£ : 152-15a, 1C7-17C, 155-156 1
4 : 152
5 : 235-236
Sexual play and petting may cause individual moral
problems
.
4 : 327-355
G : 517-321, oLl-c4l
Croin^ steady causes many problems.
1 : 24-25, 57-59, 57, 59-61
5 : entire
4 : 154-163, 130-lcl, 254-268, 291-296, 527-553,
557-400, 414-427, 4.37-489
5 : 12, 42, 44-47, 22S-233, 130-131, 216-217, 257-264
G : 73-77, 93-96, 124-123, 159-lGO, 270-278, 257-253,
390-594
7 : 1G5-189, 527-532, 410-433
3 : 35-56, 267-271
L : 40-74, oC-oL, ...-li^, l2o-15J, 14^-151, 1G2-167,
175-176
V'hat t-^ 1^ C'^-r, }± '"t^T'o sexual teas' -o^-lr,-.
,
4 : 151
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Mow to deal v;ith heterosexual bashfulness is a
problem.
4 : 127, 150, 178
6 : 75-75, 310-520
7 : 110, 115
IIov; does one act tov;ard parents of members of the
other sez?
4 : 142-144, 204, 212, 265, 331-532
6 : 158
How dcKS one obtain adequate knov^led^;;e about sex?
5 : 136-142, 269, 230-239
liov; does one obtain an adequate knowled^^^e about love?
o : 56-59, 111-118
4 : 197, 522-526
5 : 47, 245-247
To adjust to the mores and economic situation v/hich
forbid marriare and intercourse \;hen the sex irive is inost
intense may cause problems.
4 : 327-542
o : 554-535
Problems havin,'; to do v/ith the home .
The a-lol'^nccnt >^:-art fin3 security in his ho -le
.
2 : 4o-4-i, u2-oo, 104-111, 537-390
4 : 73-76
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Adolescents need a sense of adequacy in the home.
4 : 106, 154
The adolescent must 'gradually establish his inde-
pendence .
4 : entire
7 : 92-101
5 : entire
9 : 27
10 : 131-165, 153-194, 299, 511-515
I.'any adults treat adolescents as children.
2 : 31-62
: 129-151
7 : 717
8 : 27-50
9 ! 110-111
I.'any parents atter.pt to make their children conform
to mores, customs, ani styles of the parents' ;eneration.
4 : oG, 119-120
3 : 55-36
8 : 139-140
L any parents attempt to map out adolescents' vo-
cational lives,
4 : "'14
5 : 51
7 : 95, 96-97, 104-105, 208-212
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3 : 154-159, SOG, 545-549
Q * IQl^lQS
10 : 55-56
Often parents attempt to interfere v. 11,.. an ado-
lescent's choice of a mate.
4 : 65-66, 191-192
5 : 68
6 : 88-90, 124-128
7 : 114, 146-152, 720
9 : 155-154
Adolescents are often ashamed of their hones.
0 : 96-201
Adolescents are often ashamed of their families.
5 : 58-41, 79-80, 125-128, 256-262
4 : 71-72, 157
3 : 96-201
Problems havin.'^ to do with vocational life .
To find a. suit;a-"'le life \vork is one oi an a.doi.escent ' s
probleias
.
G : 551-552 and entire
7 : entire
5 : 154-139, 200, 345-549
10 : entire
I. any adolescents find it dif.i'icult to acquire the
experience necessary for procurinf- a job.

7 : 515-622
10 : 516- 326
Grirls often have trie problem of decilino; betv/een a
hor.ie and a career,
5 : 245
Youth must find v;hat vocational o"? ortunities exist
7 : 169
10 : 516-520
Youth needs to learn hov; to -.et a job.
7 : 613
10 : 316-320
Youth needs to learn what his ovm interests, apti-
tudes, and abilities fit him for.
7 : 201-207, 256-240, 284-235, 502-503
10 : entire
Problems Pi-estnted in Lach . ork i.nalyaed
This section lists the problems which are emphasize
in each worV: studied.
jjaisy 1 iller
Community mores, attitudes and gossip cause 'nany
adoleH'^-nt npoblems.
Adolescents have an extremely well developed sense
of social av/areness.
G-oinc steady causes i.iany problems.
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To find a suitable life v/ork is one of an adolescent's
most difficult problems,
j
The Children (./narton)
The adolescent r.rast find security in his home.
|
Seventeen |
The adolescent must acquire sufficient money for
adolescenu needs.
Adolescents /lave an extremely v;ell developed sense
of social awareness.
Adolescents are greatly concerned about etiquette
and proper social behavior.
j
Unfavorable social situations often cause adolescent
|
emotional disturbances.
Iviost adol' scents are in a constant emotional turmoil.
AilolescenuE are self conscious.
Groinf^ Steady causes many problems.
Aftf-T nM;-.f. E-r^r. .iQg tbere i::: -reat concern about lool's
and ado Tiiiuen b •
Boys are ,reatly concerned about their ovm manliness.
Adolescents are often ashamed of their families, |,
Sons and Lovers '
The adolescent must find a firm foundation,
[
The adolescent must fini i 'of from so:; tension,
/ any adolescents are trouoled by reli^;ious doubts,
|
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The teaCi-iin^s of the ch'arch raay cause enotional i
problems sach as grave feelings of sin.
Going stead:/ causes many proble:T-s,
Sexual play and petting may cause iiiJividual moral
jj
;
problems.
Hov; to deal ivith heterosexual -^''ifulness - problem,j
now does one act tov/ard the parexits of liiembers of the
other sex?
The adolescent must find security ij.i his _ .... .c
.
The adolescent must r;radually establish his inde-
pendence .
Ksurij pai-ents attempt to niake their children conform i.
to mores, customs, and styles of the parents' generation.
I',.any oarents attempt to interfere v/ith an a :1o1p f --ent ' s '
choice of a ..late.
I
I
Adolescents are often ashamed of their families.
j
'i
The Children (?iiasanov5l:y
)
|
The adolescent must find a firm foundation,
|
The adolescent must establish econo-'c freedom,
M^olfcscents find it difficult, tisfactory
academic work.
Adolescent ideals often conflict vvitl.! those of adults, '
Adole, ::;c.uiibs crave foi' i-eli^lous e:.p':.i-ieuce ; oaey xon^
j
for hisher things.
Adolescents have an extremely develooed sense !'
ii
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social av-areness.
Adolescents are cj^'^atly concerned about etiquette and i'
proper social behavior,
G-oing steady causes r.iany proolems,
ITov; Joes one obtain an odeauate knovvledf;e of love?
Tv'any parents ettenpt lo ...ap lolescent s ' vo-
cational lives,
I
Girls often have the problem of Jecidin^ between a
home and a career.
Eov; G-reen ..as hy Valley
The adolescent ^nust fin! release from sexual tension.
Adolescent ideals often conflict with those of adults.
Unfavorable social conditions often cause adolescent
j
emotional disturbances
,
I'he school situation is of ben a cause of emotional ',
problerns .
kost adolescents i.i-e in a constant c.l l^o-x^.x uarr-ioil,
G-oing steady causes uiany problems.
j
liSexual olay and petting may cause individual moral
h
problems,
How to deal v/ith heterosexual bashfulness is a probler.i.l
"ov; doe? '^^"le act toward the n.-ir'^-n I: of r\p^"^\)eTr^ . . 'if'
otuei' sex?
llov/ does one obtain adequate knowledge of sex?
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Lany parents atterapt to iake i'aeir children conform
to mores, custor;iS, and styles of the parents generation.
Often parents attempt to interfere v/ith an ado-
lescent's choice of a mate.
To find a suitable life VAork is one of an adolescent's
most difficult problems.
Of Human Jondace
The adolescent must find a firm foundation.
The avera£;e cor^i.-unity does not provide adequate
recreational activities for youth.
Lock-step school method makes school v;orV: boring to
the brilliant adolescent.
Iviany adolescents are troubled by religious doubts.
The teaching of the church may cause emotional
problems such as £;rave feelin;^;s of sin.
Adolescents need to acquire a satisfactory number of
friends
.
The sc.iool situation is often the cause or e./iocional
problems
.
Adol^^sccnts sve relf conscio'is.
u-oiu^ steady causes maiij prooiems.
The adolescent must establish his independence.
I.'.an?/ pare t,n -Attempt to map o ; ...^^ / cent r.
'
cational lives.
Often parents attempt to interfere with an ado-
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lescent's choice .of a mate.
To find a suitable life work is one of an adolescent's
most difficult problems.
Youth must find what vocational opportunities exist.
Youth needs to learn hov; to -jet a job.
Youth needs to know v/hat his own interests, abilities,
and aptitudes fit him for.
The Oirls
I'he adolescent rnust establish his indepe.i-^eiice
.
'd-oing steady causes many problems.
•/'any parents attempt to map out adolescent's
vocational life.
Often parents attempt to interfere v;ith an ado-
lescent' s choice of a mate.
Adolescents are often ashamed of tiieir homes.
Adolescents are often ashamed of their families.
Lucy C^ayheart
The adolescent must find a firm foundation.
Fost adolescents are in a constant em-^tional turmoil.
. o.:!^ a.lults treat adolescenLj c..x^,.i'c.i.
T'any parents attempt to m.ake their children conform
to -i^.ores, customs an 1 styles of the parents' "enorr.tion.
x'he '.way o± j^ll r'lesh
The adolescent must find a firm foundation.
I
The adolescent :uust find release from sexual "tension,
Kany adolescents are troubled by relir;ious doubts.
The adolescent must acquire sufficient noney for
adolescent purposes.
The adolescent iiiust gradually establish his inde-
pendence .
L-any parents attempt to rriap out adolescents' vo-
cational lives.
To find a suitable life work is one of an ado-
lescent's most serious problems.
Youth needs to learn hov; to -et a .job.
Youth must find what vocational oppor c.;.nlt ies ey.lzt.
Youth needs to know what his ov;n interests, abilities,
and aptitudes fit hi^. for vocationally^.
I.'.anner of Presentation
In this section tlie manner in which the authors of
the v/orks analyzed treat adolescent problems is discussed.
The problems v/ill ' ^ - • i-'.erally under ~ ti *
division set up in Chapter I rather than individually.
Problems which are merely indicated by the authors v;ill
not Le -liccuLijc^.
/eiieral ]a'0 .->le. s . 'lasaaovshy ..ai:" er.ip.i^^i .^i^c, ox'
the problems found in this division - establishing economic
ivi lmendrnre on 1 fir(^i'i"" p f ir- f^o-ri Ic! lo^,. ''-'he fo'»^-"r"r she*
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i'las px-6£euteJl in one vivid episode. This episode -'.rplcts
a girl v/ho decides to i^iarry one of the Japanese conquerors,
a ^lan she cannot stanil, in or -Ten to cttain finEincial
security and to aid her fa::;ily. I'he second prodlem, Lhe
finding of a life philosophy, has been presented more
I
frequently. The youthful characters discuss smd -'^ ' Lt^te
about problems such as "Vvhat is life?", "V.hat is love?" and
]
"Vvhat is reality?" earnestly and sincerely. I
I
In Lawrence's novel v/e again find the attempt to find
a firm foundation er.iphasized . Here, although the characters
do consider and talk about philosophic matters, the need
for attaining a firm philosophy of life is accentuated
the portrayal of the tragedy of a life v/ithout a satis-
factory foundation. Lav;rence's painting, in this case, is
stark, grim, and realicL-ic.
:
Samuel Butler's hero, Ernest Pontifex, dabbles in
philopopl'ies of life. He plays first v;iti" one i-'er. nn-l
then another, in accordance v/ith the latest lad of iiis
associates. But after first hand experience v/ith life, in
which th.e philosophies ''o h-^l accepted on faith proved
vvanting, Ernest evolves a personal philosophy on v/hich he
bases his later life. This presentation of the rrov/th of a
philosophy seems to be typical of Vr\e I'o.n
I
finds the foundation on which to build his life.
I
Again in .Somerset Maugham's Of "liu^ian ^^ondage we find j'
II
I1
B2
the emphasis placed upon attaininf.^ a life philosophy.
Kaugham' s manner of presentation, like Butler's, consists
of the principle character's playing v;ith several phi-
losophies and finally after sor-ie experience in life,
creating a philosophy for his ov/n needs,
Iv.ausharn also shows as the awfal loneliness of an
impecunious ^routli in a lar^^e city which proviiies no recre-
ation for the poor boy. The aimless v;an:Ierin about the
city streets, the boredom in an unfriendly room, and the
hours spent hanging about public buildings shov; the un-
friendliness of the city poignantly p.ni sympathetically.
The only proolern of this group considered in Jaisy
?. idler is the effect of customs and gossip on tlie life
of an adolescent. Ja'^.es' /leroine ic on inr.ocpnt A^^crica"
girl from Schenectady, Aiaongst society people in i:iUrope
she acts much as she would have in the provincial cit3r
v/hence she came V \t Lh^- difference in customs and her
independence cause raised eyebrows and finally ostracism
as a completely immoral "person". The author ridicules the
society rather than girl in this instance.
Although Llev;ellyn glosses over the adolescent
problems of this division, Huv>^, who tells the stor;^ of
Hqv/ Greeii nij . :; Valley , in an editorial oo ^:ouo :.;cai:;i.intjij
denounces gossip. The effect of gossip on mature characters
is de')icted in two instT.noT.

The only adolescent problem considered m this section
which is found to be emphasize! in Lucy C-ayheart is the
finding of a firm foundation. Lucy, after a tre-ic Icve
affair, under.^oes a period of lassitude. One ni^;n"D at a
performance of The Bohemian Cfirl she finds a philosophy
i
which enables her to start lookin;; forward a^-ain, .although
the problem of co-nmunity gossip appears many times in the
latter part of this novel, it is not treated as a serious
matter since the characters involved are too much dis-
turbed by other matters.
The problem of acquiring enouE?;h money for adolescent
needs is presented in a comical fashion in Booth '
Tarkington' s Seventeen , .-e see a boy moving heaven eind
earth (to be more correct a fev/ thousand shin-les and
i
every thing pavmable in his possession) in an attempt to
gather enough money to provide himself with the dress suit
his fol^c? '"elieve he is too -^'oun- tr^ o^'^n , "^o t^^nt he i 'p^^
attend a dance in the manner he v^ishes people lo oeiieve
he is accustomed. Although the episode is ridiculous,
Tarkington sho'."" v'^ •- 1 * t s only too real to the youth
concerne d.
Problems havin,: to do with physica l development . - - only
three of the bool r ~ idled dwelt at t; • ^ "~ ^
the problejiis having to do with physical development.
Strangely enou^^h, all three of the books emphasized only
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one of these problems and in each case the problem was
that of sex tension. In tv/o novels, Sons anJl Lovers and
How 'J-reen ..as :'.y Valley , the treatment of thl^ '-^roblein is
almost identical. One of the characters is driven by a
strong sexual desire, xhe desire is so strong that it is
alnost ovei?/i.e lining and res-jilts in the charac^e-. ' idiilging
first in sexual play and finally in intercourse, ^xthoush
|
Lavi/rence ^ives more attention to this problem than
i
li
Llewellyn, and ^"oes into ir^uch ^-reater detail, both authors
present the problem eqially effectively and as a natter
of fact incident in the development of the adolescents ^
concerned, ihe -ay of All Tlesh presents a youn^;; :;iiniscer
who (with some effort) has fairly successfully subdued
his sexual life, hut \;ho finall"^ 'ivos way to fr«lin"s '
and violently seei:s Lhe atLeuLiou of a ci^-i- -^e erroneously
believes to De a prostitute - an incident which lands him
in jail. j'
froble'iis havin2: to do v.ith i.iental de vclon.,:ent .-- Of the'l
i!
two novels v;hich have dealt with the problems having to do \'
li
v/itn mental u, .lealt exclusively i. .l.. u:.e :
brilliant stu-lent, Lhe other v/ith the effects of school
failure
..
Philip Carey, Of Human Bonda'^e 's club-footed hero, I
is a iiao.u •^j.^'j Ui Xi_;at bo./ v/nose physical -.-ap aas
tended to make him precocious. ..hen forced to lock-step
j;
v/ith th? rcpt of t.he clasr he roon ^ec^'^p? brri©-^ o'""^
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consequence does notii.-^. -r^e lii:Lle Rusoian gamin -.L^.Ltl-a
of Riasanovsky ' s 'j.'he Children nas quite different problem,
He has been placed in "^n'^^lish school where because of
the langua-^e barrier .it cannot cope vvx^n the sctiool work.
The school failure, plus unfavorable social conditions,
cause an emotional turmoil which finall:' r-J/- ? in his
runnings away from this intolerable situation.
Problems havin;: to do with moral development .--
Questioning of reli^';;ious beliefs is the problem, cc- -co,:^
v/ith moral growth most frequently m.entioned in the novels
studied. Ihe principle characters of Of Hui];ian Bonda.'^ie
,
The '.'Vay of All Flesh and Sons -uiA Lovers all \.eL.;.. L.:ie
teaching;; of the church and find them unsatisfactory. Philip
Carey, v.ho had boen brought up in a m.inister's home and
educated in a crurch scaooi, as a young lad accepted all
the teachings of the Bible and of the Church as literally
true, .-is faith is consi .^/^^a^l'" r^Vc':^--^ h^n 7od does not
heal his misshapen foot in St^ite oi Philip's prayers and
absolute faith that He would, for he had interpreted the
biblixil pas^;^ ' '•^^^.t ""'^'^ -^^movin- •^^\'^t n --^^ "> .'. cerall^r •
Later he cannot reconcile his oelief that all non-Anclicans
are doomed to perdition with tlie sincerity "of their belief
and the perfectl;)' i.iOi al C.n^ictian oe-.a -lu:' x. .i^crc of
other churches he meets soon after leav' . Conse-
quently he rejects the church. In ay of All . losh
!!
Ernest i'ontifex, after- ^la-i-oxing with the different
factions of the English Church, finally decides that the
whole thin-j is humbug. Both of these stories ar-^ 4- .t
strongly, Lawrence's treatmeni: of the proble 1 .aei-exj
incidental to Paul' s lack of a firm foundation vj'iich
finally leads to his brealL-down,
An interesting example of the difference between an
adolescent's and an adult's conception of what is right
and Vv'rong, is found in .-harton' s The Children , ...e fifteen
year old heroine sees nothing ^*;rong in removing V 5000
from her millionnaire father's safe becpuse she v.-nnts to
use it to keep u.iO children frora -jein^^ sepD.i'aue^, ^-xu o'le
insistence of an adult friend, she does return the money,
but s^'^e \r .^tiH o"^!'" half C'"^nvi"' . ce t^'pt t'^''''n^' the '•oneY
was v.rong, ihc .lifrcience oetwean tne ideals of tae younger
and older ^;enerations is dramatically portrayed in the
episodes concerning union activities in ilow C-reen " as y
Valley . The sons of the family are strong unionists; the
father believes t;iat the union is wro : . As a result of
this di:- a^x'oement feelln ,s run high -^n . -o^ i: a.:.-u\i.
home to live in a boarding house.
In co:itrast to the reli'"ious doubt? of th^ novels
pi'cvlu.isly ine;ii:.loae .1 i.e I'^aa a ci'aviiig ic - ous ex-
perience in Riasano vsky' s Ihe Children , This theme is
reciTT'^nt ?.n t/'^ l.lf''' of Tii'lp, a v/hol'^-h'^ art e 1 ]W'''^ov •'^

the Rassian Church, and Oasha, an equally v;hole-hearte
1
believer In comri-unisrn. The follovirin^ statement of Oasha
shows her Tropin^ for somethinri; more than her r-l\ "ion
(corrununiam is a religion to her) has given her. ''Only I
feel it is not all. That behind all these thinc-s there is
soinethin.^ else - higher - and that escapes -.-.e , 1 "cr ' c .,
1/
see it, to catch ii: - I fail".
Emotional problems caase.l by church teachinf;;s are
illustrated by, in Of h^ojiian Bondage
,
Philip Carey's Tear
that G-od will punish him because he has neglected his
nrayers v/hile at school an:1, in Sons an3 Lovers , Miriam's
inaoiiity to face any matter connected wita sex.
i-roplej.s having to do with social development .-- '.h.e
need for friends is ably demonstrated in Of -himan Bondage
where we find Philip Carey, more or less an outcast oecause
of his deformity, heartbroken because of the desertion of
Rose, his best fr>iend. In or:1er to find companions hit:)
idiilip picks a^j Viit.i a boj ^.no i he letests, but ^j..e
at being on the outside is only partly relieved. Later in
the novel th'-^ srnif^ problem air"! the need for "roup potivities
is emphasized uy cae relation lilip's seai-ch lor recre-
ation in Lonion. Having no friends and belonp;inn to no
1/ Antonina rliasano vsky , The Chil'''T'"n, Littl ,
Company, Boston, 194^-!, p. 214

group, Philip stands outside the great house in the ..est
End and, through the open v;indov;s, vvatches the parties and
dances and then wanders off into the city alone.
Extreme social av;areness and concern about etiquette
are highlighted in The Children (Riasanovsky ) and Seventeen .
In an amusing episode the gang of street boys of Shanghai,
wishing to present their comraon opera singing heroine v/ith
a bon voyage gift, consult an ancient book of etiquette
and the current moving picture The Three husketeers . ^is a
result they present their star with flov/ers in a manner
ViThich would have done credit to d'Artagnan, Athos, or even
Aramis
.
Willie Baxter in Seventeen
,
although greatly concerned
about the propreties as ;ie conceives them, in all 'T^hnses
of his social life, is primarily concerned by tue ''ak-i'ai"
social blunders of his ten year old sister v/ho , he feels,
is a disgrace t- -'.^elf, hi? •^amily, and the world at
large
.
Daisy } iller shows well ifeveloped social awareness.
Daisy's greatest desire is to be sociall i'tam: .
Because of her background she is doomed to failure and
badly bruised by the snubs she receives in the fashionable
world
Problems hciviii; ; to do \'»ith emctional leve iopment
Emotional nroblov.s caused by unfavorable ?ociol Pit intinns

are quite conmon ainonr; adolescents. An excellent example
of such a problem is contained in the story of Ov^en'
s
love affair \vith llsv • ' in How ireen .as ?y Valle; .
father finis Ov/en kissing his dau[.;hter at a party at
Owen's home. A row v/hich all the guests witness develops.
As a result Owen, who had previously '..anted to marry l.av^eJ^,
feels disgraced and refuses to have anything more to do
with the r^irl. She marries his brother as a sort of conso-
lation prize but broods so over the 'broken ro:,iaiice "C;iat
she loses her mind and finally destroys herself.
Another strikin;:^ example of an em.otlonal oroblem
caused by ui^iavorable social situations occurs in L>£ venceea .
Here on one occasion ..illie has tc carry some washtubs for
his mother. This menial labor causes him to look ridiculous
in his ovm estimation and in fact. The incident causes him
great mortification and he joes to ' reat len^^ths to keep
his associates from knowing about it.
School-caused emotional problems are strongly pre-
sented in Kow Green Vas l^'y Valley . Here n.uvr carries on a
runninr, battle with i.is teacher, T.:r, Jonas, e so aC^.^Lt-s
his teaclier that he is unable to do any V(ork at all in the
class room althou"'h the work he does in the coT-fort able
atmosphere at liome is superior, a similar situai^ion is
depicted in Of r:uman T'onda-^e where Philip is so afraid of

Kr.Goddard that he is unable to speak in class in spite
of the fact that he is one of the school's ':rir;htest boys
and v;ell prepare i. In ".iasanovsky* s The Children ITikitka
runs av.ay from school because of the dis/jrace of bein^
placed in a class of younger boys and of beinr3 punished
for cheating in a quiz.
Youth's' constant emotional turmoil is v;ell presented
by Tarkin^ton in Seventeen , V:henever v»e find -.illie he is
worked up about somethinr; - his sister's appearance, his
clothes, his ci^l> "ttie foreshadowing of moustache, anything
at all. In Lucy Gayheart v;e find the ^irl so v.orVe'l un b--
a sli[;;ht on Lhe part of her forMei' love: l.-ul. :Ae ucc^-
deutally Viills herself. The result of 'ar^ed's emotional
upset in How -re en 7/ as Tv'y Valley has been r)r<= v' o'ttI^-
mentioned.
Tarkin^ton shows us hov; self conscious a youth can
be. in- 'nr-^rr^ the station platfo'^ •m'' '^o'. n t'-'P ?;
is so!.ecii:ies a prooleiii for ..illie as ae reels mat every
eye in the city is on him. Philip Carey in Of '..i' .an 3ondar:e
is self conscious enouivh that ''(^ ^- "f^'vises to make up "with
his best friend for fear of embai-assinp; himself.
brobleins havin_, to .lo with heterobtxuali ty As one
would expect the proble^n? of "oin^ steab'' nnd '-Inc

teen presents "puppy love*' ioli i^^s .nany trials and
tribulations in coraic fashion. Of HLirfian Bonda^'e portrays
the rather morbid attachr^ent of a youth to a 'worthless
female v.ho is not fit for hir. in any v;ay and who does not
care for hirn. She finally dis;;^usts him and he is able to
break off his infatuation and find a more suitable i^iate
.
Sons and Lovers depicts the seamier problems of Paul's two
love affairs as v.ell as his elder brother's affair v;ith
an irresponsible shallov; younr thing v/ho would have r.ade
him an unsatisfactory wife and his brother' s quite normal
affair v;ith the ^irl vho later becomes his v.ife. In Luc?;
CTa/afcarb -v.e i iuJ t..o love affairs - the fiii-u the infatu-
ation an i devotion of a young girl for an older man which
ends with his death by drovmin •, the other her affair vith
a young man who m.arries anotaer .^irl out of pi/que 'v.hen
she refuses him. Hiasanovsky ' s The Children keeps several
love affairs pro£;ressin^^' at the sgi.c ti-^r . ^.e v.'hole
these affairs are quite normal and the iifliculties
,
althou^jh intense at the time, are solved fairly easily.
Similarly Kov^ Green ..as ^'"y Valley presents several love
affairs, two of v/hich are unhappy because they result in
the marria.'^e of t''© wrong persons and conseouentl ital
ia^iai't. ^ux^., -L-^xe. ! o'- lis of a ....o ^t. , s Li-^r cb.,) x oi'
a certain man but does not succeed in catching him.
In Seventeen the concern about looks an a lorn-ient
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reaches a high point, illie, in his desire to ir.rpress
T.'is? Pratt, a nev/ ^irl in the vicinity, fjoes to almost
unoelie vable ien^ijths to overcome all obstacles to clothe
himself faultlessly, for to appear in a manner not up to
his standard is unthinkable,
r Manliness presents a problem for the boys in Seventeen
,
particularly in the case of George v/ho
,
having never snoked
before, finds it necessary to smoke tv/o cif^ars after a too
hearty meal in order to maintain his reputation as a nan
of the v.'orld.
--U... -x Lou -as I."y Valley experiences the
problem of deciding what is ri-^ht and wrong so far as
sexual play ^oes. His feninine coi^.panion, Geinwen, as slie
says, likes to kiss, but for a tii;ie iiuv; is deterred by his
conscience. In Sons and Lovers I'iriam, as has been pre-
vious l"'- r;entionel, Tee.'^ ^ V-pt ^f^y ola:/ is v;ro-- t. 1 never
allov-£ .lerself any pxeasure in fex activities.
xiov/ ^-reen '..as V.j Valley presents the problem of hetero
sexual baslifulnesE i several occasions, or'z vivid
example is Owen' s first attempt to oecome better acquainted
it i;ar'";ed - a thing which very nearly does not ro^e cfT
bec.,-.a..e ox' i.ai-aal bashfulnesij
.
a less important treatment of this problem, Paul is ex-
tremely e^barassed by the pr'^serce o"^ th--^ -irlr in the
factory, :j first ..xccxu^ ..iu.x . xx x^.... axi.o causes :.iai:aai
C

erabaras sment •
±he experience of Bletlivvyn Llywarch at zhe ho- r -
the I.iorgans in How G-reen '..as I.j Valley and Gipsy' s and
^ iriarri' s experience in the hone of the Torels in Sons and
Lovers show what the problem of r^ettinn; alo..^ . the
parents of friends may be for an adolescent. Blethwyn v/as
fortunate because the J^orfians liked him and tried ever so
hard to put him at ease, -.ipsy and J.'iriaiii v/ere not so
fortunate, L'iriain was never accepted by Mrs.Iv^orel and
--ipsy, v/ho v'as afraid in this rtran';'e fanil;"- and sur-
rouudini_,s, ^riei to play o.iO ^^.randc au—e" aiid succeeded
in annoying everyone including her fiance.
One of the best illustrn.tions of an adolescent's
trying to learn ajouu sex is Uie experience of Kuv; in
How G-reen V/as l:y Valley . I'he boy hears a I'emark about one
of the local olJ maids v/hilc . u the tailors ottii: !iis
first pair of long trousers. On the v/ay home he asks his
father the meaning of the remark but his father puts hira
off. That evening he asks ds sister-in-la\ a^c,^.
is put off. The following day the minister explains
sexual intercourse to hin in a trnl-^ beautiful Massf-e,
-ilasa;io vijky ' .^ho -^.,x.^^-"wii o..e only on
novels in which the problem of acquiring knowledge of love
is presentrd with any force, 'iTre v.e sec the characterr
a. i.cussinj.', tne i.ieaning of love ani it: ' licat ions , "Let us
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try to find out what love is. iihj do v/e love?" as v;ell
as inullin.'" over this probleri in their r.ind?. jl
ij
ihe proble;i'i of adjastin^ to tue mores .i-:ic-i forbid 1
sexual intercourse and marriage for the young adolescent
,
v/hen his sexual drive is intense appears in ^'low ->reen ".'."as ^
i.y Valley . Ceinv/en' s sexual ur^e is very strong, as is her
desire to have a family of her ov/n, but this is impossible
|
because they are both still in school.
Problems havinr; to do with the hoTie .-- ^ vivid presen-
tation of the adolescent's need for security may be found
in Lawrence's description of the ?;orel home in Sons and
jj
Lovers . The children live in fear of their drunkard father
and lay av^/ake until he has come home from the pub and
gone to bed. [
j
This same problem is the theme of ..harton's The Chil-
dren . In this novel the children of a viult imillionaire
i
and his wife, who both have been r.iarrieJ ^^'^-cral tines,
I
try to create som.e permanence in their life v»^hen the pros-
pect that their home will be broken again apoears. In this
book this problem is all important.
Since the inability of Paul Morel to free himself from
his mother, the problem of establish in" inde'^endence per-
vades u^ij^'^.^ i:.x.. .j^. \ . inui i.;t;ua. o -.^^ j.iAai..poa .»L.nce
1/ Antonina Riasanovsky, TIic Children . Little, 3rovm and
Company, Boston, 1942, p. 47

for a time in minor ways but never completely makes the
break. After his mother dies, he loses all scr-
direction and becomes, in the words of the author, a dere-
1/
lict. The novel ends on the follov/in^v note;
"Lotherl" he whinpered - "mother'."
"She was the only thing that held him up, himself,
amid all this. And she v/as gone, interminr-led , lie
wanted her to touch him, have him alongside her.
"But no, he would not t;ive in. Turning sharply,
he walked towards the city's i;olden phosphorescence.
Eis fists were shut, his mouth set fast. I'e would not
take that direction, to the darkness, to follow her.
Ke Vwalked towards the faintly humming, glov/ing town,
quickly."
In the \>a7 Of All I''l6sh Ernest Pont ifex, v/ho has been
thoroughly subjugated by his narents, finall;"- f='Sca"oes
from their domination by i.i-eaiCing ori \.L\,.j. ULxe... co:-pxt. ^c; j.y
and cutting them when they tried to effect a reconciliation.!
In his fi~ht for freedom Ernest ercli^i^.^ to 'ri^'-F^lf , "T'^ere "
are orphana^^es . or children v,ho auve lost t.^eir parents -
i|
oh', why, why, why are there no harbors of refuge for grown |
2/ ,
men v.-'-'o ^.^'.'•o ri^^t yet lo^t - ^r.v--?»i
A(_^ain in rldna Ferber's j.he uirls the problem of
establishing one's independence is the novel's the?ne , Great ^
Aunt Charlotte ^...u as unsuccessful 1.. .
I
away from the home in her youth and at 74 lives with her
1/ J ,ri,Lawrence , Sons and Lovers , The fodern Library,
l^ew York, p. 491
d/ Samuel Butler, The ..ay of All Flesh , J, J, Little and
Ives Company, Nev, York, It.Vo, p.: (,14
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sister, champions the revolt of her niece Lottie, age 32,
and backs the in-^e'oen-lR '''t pttit "'^r" nineteen ""?rr
old grandniece Charley has acq'j.ireJ, ^oi..6 storins are
caused by Charley' s placing her ov/n affairs above those
of her '^•"5n'^/ ^t'ler , Lottie's ^:nr^thev and Aunt Charlotte's
sister, and her coriplcte disrer-ard of the grandmother's
advice. The meat of the book, however, is Lottie's reali-
zation that thei'e is no need for her to sacrifice herself
to her mother's wishes and her consequent, rather violent,
breaking v;ith her rfiother and l^^'avini:; for Europe with an
American Ked Cross unit duri i-'irst World >«ar.
On tv;o occasions in Of Ilun.an Bonda:;e Philip Carey
flights hard to assert his indenendence , In the first
i:iLoaxicc> ir'-i-ixip, aftei' oLLiia-LuaoLLS cCGxies, 'ersuaded iiis
family and his headmaster to allow him to finish his edu-
cation at Ileidelb^^r-; rath.er tV\pn nt '^rfr^rd. L^ter, in a
similar scene, raiiip sti-ives Co cuixvliice his <jaardlan
to let him have a portion of his inheritance in or.ler thai
he ' : rt'iV' art in i^aris. On ''^''^t^^ r^-^^or.?o•np nuc-
cesEiul in lAs efforts only afoer the interventioi
his aunt.
Only in Lucy layheart ir thp ir of being treated
childishly of xiiajor concern. Lucy's former sweetheart,
larry Gordon, iiaa come to Chicago to ask h(=>r to mbrr^
.ica tells hiin that ij^.t caari(j c i,.ttiT^ .ix..i ^lecause sae

loves the faiiioas baritone, Sebastian, G-ordon laurhs at her
roriance, "Zvery ;;irl falls in love v;ith her sin^in"
teaci::er," he rernarVis . Infuriated by his attita>Jle, she in-
sists that the affair is serioas, that it has ^one "all
the v ay". (?:eall" it ho.E hardly he.^'un) . T'.-^f i^.ciltnt ^rove
to a tarnin^;^ point in of.e iiv'-s of both, uordoij. i-iLiedi-
ately marries another =;irl and Lucy is left \;ith the
feeling that slie has cheapened herself f/'i'^. Sebastian
needlessly, and to some ejctent spdled taeir relationship.
Parental insistence on outworn customs is treated as
an adolescent problem only incidentally in these novels,
".rs.Torel in Sons and Lovers bitterly opposes her son's
lancinr; and is shocked by the naked shoulders of CIdsy's
eveninr; dress. In How C-reea us . /alley the father
chastises Huw for attending the theatre the play was
Shai'esoearic.n, Gharle-^' Tandjiother -nrotci^ts heca-ise the
^iri taj-iis of ner desire to have five oacies in .I'he ^irls .
The hay of All ?lesh presents the problem of parental
i it '>r r''>^'"3n.cr: In vocational life ^-^th in t^o relatie-^ of
-.I'iiesL's aliTicaities and of iiis la^nei-'s early life,
a youn^ man, Ernest's father had wanted to try his hand
ut soif.e other pursuit ^-^it ,^ f r '-'c '"orce .I
iinistry, Ernest, hiniseii', v. as a ratner weak boy who
allowed hi>^£elf to be led into t! irofession without
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In Of H'or^ian Bon:lane Philip Carey v/as destined for the
church also, bat he succeeaed in convincing his rai.iiiy
and the headmaster of the school to let him follow his ovrn
course after ^e-'^Rral tu^ulious scenes during his last
year at prepar^-L ji'^- ic.-ool,
Riasanovsky in The Children Drin;js out chis proble:.
striV:in£jly in the story of Allc . ' hen All?, v/as youn-"^, ^'er
mother decided that Alia shoaxi a oaxxerina. ^xit-xoa^jh
the girl had little talent, a dancer she becaiTie. At the
time v;e meet her the woman is vnrn ^v;^ , ^r-e'-^- 1 -i-nely old,
and consumptive after a lifetime ol" povert-y, one nijht
stands, and failure. In an editorial comment the author
denounces parents who map out their children's vocational
lives
.
Again v/e find the problem em.phasized in The Girls ,
Charley's ^grandmother creaLc^ c:c^:i.. . ..'^.i Charley an-
nounces that she will work in a store. Later when she
decides t'^ l°ave the store to ^o on the st CJhrrley
enco uCi'S scruii;_; oppositioii fro.;i uhe eni.ii'o ^u...j.Xj, In
another instance the refusal of Jennie's family to allow
girl on Ihe path uo duiinqaency
.
A striking example of the problem of adult interference
in you'-'-''- o'c -of.- -• - f-^'ind in Of Hui..: /;
.

Gacilie, v/ho is about sixteen, falls in love v/ith I r. Sung,
a Chinese stuilent. In an effort to br-ea!: off the affair '
it is decided to send Gacilie av/ay but before the plan can
jj
be accomplished, the couple rjo off together.
All three of tae Thrift -^irls in Ferber's novel
I
encounter interference v/ith their choices of Tr.ates. Char-
!
lotte's parents make it impossible for her to leave the
house alone after she falls in love v/ith a neer-do-v;ell
.
Lottie's only suitor is forbidden to see her, once it is
j
knor/n that he is Jev/ish, After the far.:ily "^ps had financial
reverses, Charley's motner aLteupts to force .ler ...arr/
a successful r.iiddle a,2;ed business man.
Much of Sons and Lovers consists of a runnin-;- battle
between Paul and his mother in her attempt to break off
his affair with I.'iriara. At tii.aes she succeeJes in
convincin:; him to stop seeing her for a while, but after
a brief space of time he goes back to her again on each
occasion, until he finally gives her up of his ov/n volition
j
when he becomes enamoure V^ '^ -^nian.
j
In only one instance Jo we find shane of the ".'ome
treated ss an adolescent problem, Jennie, the product of '
a slium ao:. i'o
,
poor in every description, has acq.^..irc
class ideals of what a home should be like. In an attf
to get away from this squalid environinent , she steals 100 '
il

100 '
and runs away from home
.
j'Tot only does the incident relate '^ p'^ove e""cn£t^"'ate
shame of the home but it depicts the proclei.^ o- shaijie of
|
the family. The family is as far removed from her ideals
of v.'hat a fsLmily should be as the home is. The two problems
I
combined cause her to seek escepe.
Sons and Lovers shows some of the problems caused by
|
shame of their ill-bred drunkard father whom the children
all soon learn to despise and fear.
The perfectly normal behavior of ten-year-old Jane
is mortifyin::-; to her brother ..'illie in Seventeen , '-'e avoids
her whenever possible because he is sure she v/ill disgrace
him in the eyes of his a? ?ociat'? s . He is s''^-oc^''e'^ b"^ her
ap.-'Gc.i'anc3 and her cai'i';^ .L-i^;s on v/i t.: .ler I'riend _.aii:-j.e
(later better knov/n as Mrs.Villiam Baxter), and embarassed
h-r i^pr» comments 5.n n'^litc soci'^ty . his needles'" cor c err.
Ziuoai, oiie activities of ohe c-:ild is ai.iasin^; to Lhe .eader
,
but torture to l.illie.
Problens havin;; to dc with vocational life .-- In
,
Of Human Zonda ".e , The ..ay of All 71esh and how Vrcen -as ' y '
Valley the problem of finding a suitable life work is
presented by shov^in;; the younr; men's - ^ - t
several fields of endeavour before they settle down
their respective vocations.

The problern of a ;;irl'£ ieciding between a home and
a career is presented in '-^iasanovsky ' s The Children . Lidt.
shows much promise as a sin;_;er. There is little doubt
about her bein^ able to succeed in music and a strong ;!
i:
possibility that she could become a ^;reat star. After --
debate she £;ives up this career to marry and have a home,
jj
IIov; to £^0 about c^ettin~ a job and ho\7 to find job '
opportunities present problems to both Philip Carey ( Of Tu-
man 3onda;,'e ) and Ernest Pont if ej: ( The ..ay of All ?lesh ) •
i^Teither youn-''; man knov/s where to start nor v/hat to do and
ii
coiice u^uent 1-^' ovb^i.ps iiie street until .^c ^s aidei jj
acquaintance. i
The story of Miss Price related in Of Human Bon "la "re
shov/s how disastrous not realicia-j one's vocational
limitations may be. I'iss Price believes that she has talent ||
in art. Actually ^''e -v^--.'- , '^o c ~" it * >^ •'.'^ hT «^^^"ies
the art school she deprives .lerseii o! i'ooJ, clooiiing and
jj
the other necessities. After her money has totally run
out sh': '-^--r ' is same book
Philip finds ais interests and aptitudes by trial and
|j
error. After a few v/eeks in an nccountant's firm He finds
tl'^a^.. L.^o v<ork bores ui-i ...txi^^.
IJot bein,^ sure of his ability in this field he, i-.
fairly lone period of study, asks an instructor to frankly
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evaluate his work. Upon bein,^ toll that he is doomed
to mediocrity in art, h*^ -ives it up and com.iences a
saccessful career in .'ne:,icinG,
^eneral coi.nr.ent coricernin^-, manner of pre senuaolon
by the aut-iors concerned .-- Henry James presents the case
of Daisy 1,'iller v'.tb s^'-tle sjirr-'^V^--' , '^''-e bool: is, -^v.-'^ --^
,
more a study of an as^^ec c of socle u^' L.ian a stuuy of an
adolescent and V/hen Daisy falls below the blud>;;eons of
Society one feels that it is not Daisy v.ho has failed.
^iS a study of the effect tae co-ununity may "ave on an
innocent young person this novelette is excellent, James
presents case v/itli a subtlety coi.i irony • ' " is
appetizing; for the discerninr; adult reader, but would be
almost impossible f'-'r the avera^-e adolescent to unierstani.
Edith V.harton pi-ebeiiL.s u..c ^.>^'oole..i^ oiie c...
sympathetically but without much insirht. On the whole,
the children seem ol'l for their •^-'rr^rs alL ec
i,:Te i-ea^ei- caLclies a uue nor::ial
author is interested in her adult charac-
'c'^"^"^, •^.>'t iculav ' p f ^ ^''nn r'^''^
. ^;ittl'
tae intense need for security as far as the children are
cone r- If , --rT '.o- . M ..-^ '°al
older adolescents, ,.jai'ticali' iris, but probably most

adolescent would find it a trifle boring and difficult
tc understand.
Adolescence is subjected to inild ridic_-
Tarkin^^ton. In order to achieve a coi^iic effect the traius
and problems of youth are exaggerated slightly. Still, th.
probler.is re.iain real problems, the overemphasis "laking
thera clearer to the realer. ritten in a rapid, ll';ht,
hijjnorous style,, this story is interesting to both youth
and adults.
Although Lawrence ^;ives us many gliiripses of adolescent
oroble"''''!? , he is so concerned v/ith the or'^'se^ts tion '^'^ his
main theiue, the doriiination of a boy oy his ;..ot.ier, uaat
the picture of youth and its problems is distorted. The
interest is placed almost entirely on Pail'-^ --olation vvith
his mother and the sexual side of Paul's uv^o love affairs.
Still there is no doubt that Lawrence sees and recognizes
the problems of normal youtl'i and presents some of them
convincingly, particularly in the minor characters,
Lawrence's style has been eulogized as one of the best i:-^
i.-o-L-P i -nglish writing and is a peculiar j.^, auiu c .
of the crudely realistic and lyrically poetic. These
o'lnlities •^aV.e delightful reading for tbf^ i.ntcTli -it a^-ilt
01' auoit-scet.
'
.
'
.t: Viork ^voul.l ovci'powerl
to a • reader.

r.een sympathetic observation of uhe probleins of
youth is the key-note of P.iasanovsky' s The Children , '.'.eve
v/e find numerous young people beset by many problems. The
author, evidently, has a sure understanding of youth and
has tried to i\ipart to the reader a portion of that under-
standing;;. She shows us the problems through the v.ords and
thoughts of the youths themselves as v/ell as through their
actions and her ov/n comrr.ents. In spite of some deficiencies
in the plot, this novel is a superior portrayal of the
j
traits and problems of adolescence. Told in a simple,
j
straight forv/ard manner, containiri
_
u _c amount of love
interest, and being placed in an er.otic environment, this
^.
novel should he eytremel"^ interest in'' to yo'in'^ adolescent
jjii'ij Ljx 1 to ox .01- joi L jiiS of bob.^ iCv.eL , ^'..e ji-o...±.ieace
of the love stor^^ and the fact that the most important
,1
characters are ;;irls, v/ould probably r^ake it un^^o'^'.i"' ar
among young adolescent boys.
,
The beautifully told Hov/ Ci-reen '..as i..y Valley is pre-
se'':t"l v;it:: an iin'T'^'inl "sensitiveness t~ t!'.-^
youta, i.^Ui!ieroas prooi 2^e presenter and cue result is
a well rounded representation of normal adolescence. The !
teclinique of havin^ o.. . ... o " V youth
after a long period of years lends itself to a presentation
|j
of the f.iougl^its, as v^ell as tlie activities of youth, o.
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I
seems to raake the reader a member of the group, rather
{
than a distant observsr. Llewellyn's attenpt . --t'^a"
the flavor of the ./elsh language by carrying over tae
..'elsh word order into the English and his habit of solilo-
quizing may make this novel difficult realinj^ for some
|
adolescents. IIov;ever, once these difficulties are mastered jl
there is action, e^:citement and huz-^an interest to hold t". c
attention of botu. adolescents an_. ix^.^lzz. Oj.' ^ol.x seiics,
.Somerset Tau^jham shows us many brilliant facets of
adolescent behevior in his history of Philip Carey's life
as told in Of -"::a.;:an -.onda.::e . As in The .-a:; of All ?lc£h
a larre portion of the book presents the principle
characters at an age normally considered adult although
the man remains adolescent in many ways until the very
last chapter. The earlier portions, of the novel, in v/hic-.
Philip ^.ort'"" ^chool, at his first job and at the
|
Paris art school, are by far the most important for the
purposes of this study. Here Mauf.ham has shown at least
some of the traits and problems in all t"-.e different or
of development. The latter portion of the book is, to a
larre deiree, devoted to a rather rrrlid love affair vhich
adds lltLxfi Lo our under Ltandinj_^ ox aaolescent proLles.is.
In his portrayal of the youths in this book the author
ree^iS; to strirl arinrt fr*.*' ^h.r^ ^oo' . '^"rt" vb«\t '^c
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sees - neither condemning nor approvin£3 . Althou~h this
booV; is rather difficult for younrer adol-^scent s , older
persons will find it intensely interest inr, ordinarily.
As a study of the effect of domineering; narents anl
the thv^artin:: of iniependence , The Sir Is ^. ^ ,
Practically all ot.er aspects of adolescent life are
merely incidental, v.'e find the problem of '[^ainin.^ inde-
pendence psrvadin
;
every portion of the book. It is^sac '
of conversation amon^ the girls end their associates. Even
:ninor characters are parent-ri-^ "ien , T'~ere is no escape
fro*i. Ltiu problem at any poiiiu ^^.i ^..13 uoo'l^. ana ao "cii.ics
the presentation is bitter. The easy style and the subject
raotter would r^rcbabl;''" ""aire tills an interesting' e-f^^-p— -^^p
adolescent .;;iris jut it v.'ouli not appeal lo boys' unrli
late in a dolescence
,
Although v/e find ro^^e ejtamplc:^ " r cent behavior
and proble^ns in Lucy -.a:y\ieart , on the v»\ioie ilia Cath.er
has not presented a typical adolescent. The adolescent
problems --n '' traits presented are not nuner. .. i' ^
they, in ^.eneral, particularly v/ell dravm. Since this novel
is primarily a love stor:', relate.1 in the si^^nle, r:li '/.itly
sentiricntal style co:._.... ..o:..o::' Ines,
this novel should appeal to young adolesc iris, and
older odol'^srentr in c^.'^^-'nl , T^e ^ crininat .'
or near aJuit .. ^ ..i i ll i-at-^icx'

As v/e follov/ IHrnest Pontiiex throiich his adolescent
yearns, v/e realize that Gar:"'-iel T^itler 'las observe:'' "cith
well. iJLOVvever,a lar^^e portion cl c:.6 novel relates tl^e
life of Ernest at an O-ze v/hen persons are coninonly con-
sidered to be adult, althouc^h Ernest does ^:^t "-^v.
adulthood until the end of the novel. Butler's purpose
v;as to trace the effect of the experiences of the older
r,enerations and of early training; upon the moldin- of a
nan. Sor.e of his cormnents demonstrate psychological con-
cepts that are not currently accepted. Still, his obser-
vation '-'^ -'--^ '-'-^ ' ^ ''is treatment of youth's
problems sympathetic, xhe novel contains little action,
adventure, or romantic appeal. Conseouentl^^^, althou^^h an
interestin,>j study for adult readers, j. ^ . .w^ little which
would hold the interest of the average adolescent.

GIJLPTER IV
SUGGESTED USES AID SXTEITSIONS OF TKIS £1 .
This cha'oter atte"iy)t"=; to phow hov; an exte-r.slve ^'tud"
using the mot-.oi iniicauc^ i:'. uLiis paper coaii oe asei
and to su^jest another type analysis v/hich mic;ht be of
value
.
Su^^gest ions for the Use of the ""etho:! Presented
?roin a perusal of the analysis contained in Chapter III
it is evident that many problems of adolescence can be
fouH'''. i-^^ fictional works v;hich deal v.'it'i that perio
life, x-iat some authors have a cvea.t sensitiveness to z.iese
probleins and present them accurately and with feeling is
also evi lont. Obvio...i.;.^. . ^ authors, because of poor
observation, because of some pet theory or bias, or because
of an n.ttf"-!pt to hi-Mi-^.-ht some peculiar phase of life,
...uve ^xz cui-^'^-i. u.- ii' presentation of ioj-escent 11.. o,
over, auth.ors, with or v/ithout I'stortion, depict certain
aspects of life v/ell but ^'-lit orhcr a5"^ect:^ ^•^-^^criuse of tlie
nature ox' ohe material ohey ..isa go present zc uhe reader.
All fictional works, then, are not equally valuable as
sti"!'-- n-^ adolescence.
- 108 -
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List of sur:'.osted readin-js for stuilents of adolescence .
An analysis of the type proposed by this paper separates
literary works which are valuable studies of adol -
from those which are not. Therefore by usin^ this raechod
jj
with a lai-'j-e number of literary selections, it wonld be
possible to present a list of sugijested readini_,L ..ci
which depict adolescent problems. Such a list could
|j
indicate which selections deal v^ith specific i^roblens or,
converselj^, what problems are ;lealt wit.i in eac.i \<or\:.
An example of each type of list may be found in Chapter
Such a reading list should be of considerable value to t::e
student of adolescence who wishes to find luaterial v.hici.i
^
will increase his knowledge of adolescent behavior and
[[
shoul ' '^rove to be a consi "!c:*->cible improvement over some |
of the present lists contained in textbooks on adolescent
psychology, since works that paint a distorted picture '
could be pointed out and wcr^ " i' i; !.'_':-^"' ' ^
lescence could oe eliminated, r'ur L-hermore , such lists i
v/ould nermlt th*^ atu-^ont to "Dick ro?din
w^-/L_Gular u.i'ct. .-..xCi ^lo j-i. ii u ^ J. I- ij t c
.
LiisLc of su.
;,
,ested readin,;s for adolescents .-- From
a Etud;"^ of the author', sontntion, i<.'
ar lelp adolt arsti
selves better and nprhapr. v I'-^.'^ir
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more valuable by a further .analysis to discover which
S'Dl'P^t"'o'^F' F^olv^ 0 c T" J. "L n p. ''lo 1^ s C'? ' ' t ^"jro^'T 1^'^? P^'f h^'i.' th*^
aj.thors nave triCir chai-acters arrive ao taeir soiuLiont;,
Some care should be taken in the su ;';,estinr; of a fictional
t
r '
"3 o f i \3 t ' ' © o "1 ' 1 "I" ' 'f 1^ p 1 r ^ p +" >-> <^ 1 o o
SO1.16 uinio 3 die nethods v/iiich £'j.cceea ioi* u^ie I'lctiOiiax
characters are hardly ones that should be recornmended to
youn^ people. The analysis of solutions of the problems '
mentioned above would eliminate this dan(jer.
Another Sucsested Type of Analysis '1
I
A study cater-iorizin^ a lar'"e number of fictional
works into rat^.d' ^:.jier*al divlc^j.:s sue.: ..t "selecL^ons
dealing with adolescent social development", "fiction
".ealin" v/ith adol'^nc-nt er.ntional ve loo ^-.ent " , v ould be
ox vi.iuc a3 ci. Li-'oxs ^ ov ^.yiie coi..p-i-iL.o^^^:Li oi' a. xlbL 01'
su. '.ested fictional readin^^s for students of adolescence.
Ca t-^ "-orl- r^ir ' -verb's i''"! r\\:^. fnr'-l^n vrviii n^^t require an
e:-.aaai- Li Vio jxuai^bxi o^' cacu wopi coiisc qacnt ly a very
lar;re number of books could be analyzed with comparative
ear--. a list of "^r^aiings
indicatii. the student of adoxoscenco «
selections which have to <. ado it trait
life.
1
-uataorxtative v/orks concernin^^ aiolescence from
which the lists of traits and problems Y/ere compiled.
Batterfield, Oliver I.I,, Love Jrrobleins of Adolescence .
Teachers' College, Columbia University, i.'ev; I'ork,
1S3S, vii - 212 p.
Cole, Luella, rsycliolor:y of Adolescence , Revised Editic .
Farrar and Rinehart, Inc. lew York, 1942, xvii - -. ;
Garrison, Karl C, f s;/ cholo. of A5ol-- s cence , Revised
Edition. Prentice .'."all. Inc. I'ev; \orl:, 1946, xi:: -
477 p.
Jones, iiarol.l ^. and otriers. Adolescence - -.^vl _earbooV:
of national Society foi' the Study of Education,
Part I, University of Chicago Press, Chicaso, 1944,
Butler, Samuel, The .>ay of All Flesh . Three Sirens Press.
New York, 1955, 425 p.
Gather, './ilia, Lucy uay>-eart
.
:.nopf . New York, 1955,
Ferber, Edna, The Crirls . Crosset and Dunlap. TTew York,
1921, 574 p.
James, Henry, Daisy Tiller . Penguin Books, Inc.
1947, 140 p.
Lawrence, D.Pi., Sons and Lovers . The I.lodern Library.
New York, Ix - 491 p.
Llev^ellyn, Richard, Kow Green ..as T.'y Valle. . . ilcn
Company. I'ew York, lL.40, 494 p.
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i.aughara, .-.Somerset, Cf lur-an Bondapje » Doufcleday,
Doran and Co. Nev; York, 1915, 776 p.
Riaf:8novsky
,
Antonina, The Children . Little, Irov/n and Co.
-oston, 1942, 386 p.
Tarkin^ton, Booth, Seventeen . H9-"n«=!r ?n 1 ""ro^*. "'er "^''ork,
19c'^, X - 228 p.
./narton, Edith, The Children . ....opleton Go. "'ev: Yorl:,
1923, 346 p.
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